
OVERDETERMINED SYSTEMS OF LINEAR PARTIAL 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS1 

BY D. C. SPENCER 

Introduction. The purpose of these lectures is to report on some 
recent developments in the theory of overdetermined systems of 
linear partial differential equations. The simplest, and most classical, 
example of an over-determined system is provided by the equations 

—• = <t>k7 k = 1, 2, • • • , n, 

where the </>*= <£*(#) are given (differentiable) functions, ƒ =ƒ(#) is a 
function to be determined, and x = (x1

t x2, • • • , xn). The system is 
locally solvable for ƒ if and only if the compatibility conditions 

d<j>k d<f>i 
= , k, I = 1, 2, • • • , w, 

dxl dxk' 

are satisfied. Write </>= ^ï^ifadx* and introduce the differential 
operator d where 

df = Z (df/dxk)dxk; 

then the above system can be written in the form df=<f> and the 
compatibility condition becomes simply dc/> = 0 where d here denotes 
the usual exterior differential operator 

d<t> = Z ) {d<t>i/dxk - d<t>k/dxl)dxk A dxl. 
k<i 

We are thus led to introduce the following complex (initial portion of 
the de Rham complex) 

d d 
AO-tAi-ïA2 

where A0 is the sheaf of germs of (differentiable) functions, A1 and 
A2 are the sheaves of germs of differential forms of degrees 1 and 2 
respectively. The exactness of the complex expresses the local solvabil
ity of the overdetermined system under the required compatibility 
conditions. 

1 Research supported by a National Science Foundation Grant, GN-530, to the 
American Mathematical Society. Received by the editors September 13, 1968. 
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In general, an overdetermined system of linear partial differential 
equations can be regarded as a complex 

where E, F and G are sheaves of germs of differentiate sections of 
vector bundles over a differentiable manifold X and D, D\ are differ
ential operators. (In the above simple example, A0 is the sheaf of 
sections of the trivial bundle XXR> where R denotes the real num
bers, and A1, A2 are respectively the sheaves of sections of T*, 
A2T* where T* is the cotangent bundle of X and f\*T* the exterior 
product.) The basic problem, in the case where the complex is as
sumed to be of constant rank and formally exact (in a sense to be 
made precise later), is to find reasonable sufficient conditions in order 
that such a complex be exact. The condition currently receiving the 
most attention is that the complex be elliptic, but even under this 
hypothesis the exactness is not proved in general. I t is conceivable, 
but not widely accepted, that ellipticity may not be the right condi
tion. 

The first step in the study of overdetermined systems is obviously 
the investigation of the formal properties of the given complex and 
the finding of criteria in order that the complex be formally exact. 
This we call the formal theory. The formal theory has now been brought 
into satisfactory shape, largely by the foundational work of D. G. 
Quillen [19] and H. Goldschmidt [ó] which is based on an earlier 
approach of the author [2l] (numbers in brackets refer to the refer
ences listed at the end). Recently, Goldschmidt {loc. cit.) has given a 
definitive treatment of some of the main aspects of the formal theory. 
Highly significant contributions to the formal theory have also been 
made by V. W. Guillemin, M. Kuranishi and S. Sternberg (see [8], 
[9]> [ l0] , [14]). Indeed, the recent development of the formal theory 
owes much to the pioneer work carried out by Kuranishi during the 
1950's. A fairly complete summary of the formal theory, from the 
point of view of these authors, is given in the first part of this report. 
Lack of space, however, has forced us to neglect the significant con
tributions of B. Malgrange [17], in particular the dual point of view 
adopted in his paper [17(a)] in which he looks at differential oper
ators rather than defining equations and formal solutions. Other 
approaches to the formal theory are necessarily omitted, for example 
the development given by Ngô Van Que [24] which is adapted to 
structures on manifolds. 
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As a biproduct of the formal theory, a much more satisfactory 
formulation of the Cartan-Kâhler theorem is obtained in the analytic 
case. 

The second, and harder, step in the study of overdetermined sys
tems is the determination of satisfactory criteria for the exactness, in 
the differentiable sense, of the given complex (assumed to be form
ally exact), and we call this the existence theory (in the differentiable 
case). The example of H. Lewy [15], which is even a determined sys
tem with compatibility operator D\ equal to zero, shows us that exact
ness in the differentiable sense is not always true. The second part of 
this report is an incomplete summary of the existence theory (in the 
differentiable case), and much of the best and most significant work 
is either ignored or mentioned very briefly. The main content of the 
second part is concerned with a homological criterion (S-estimate) 
which B. MacKichan [16] has recently shown to be a reasonable 
generalization to overdetermined systems of the notion of "un
coupled" (or "diagonal") operators. The significance of this estimate 
was first recognized by I. M. Singer. In particular, if the system is 
elliptic, the S-estimate implies the solvability of the Neumann prob
lem on domains satisfying appropriate convexity conditions (see 
§2.3). 

Since an adequate treatment would fall outside the scope and space 
requirements of this report, the work of L. Hörmander (for example, 
[11(c)]) is not described nor is recent related work of M. Kuranishi. 

I t seems possible that future significant developments of the the
ory may center around a study of the characteristic variety of the 
differential operator, bringing to bear on these developments all the 
powerful machinery of modern algebraic geometry. A beginning in 
this direction has been made by V. W. Guillemin and S. Sternberg— 
for example, their theorem on the integrability of the characteristic 
variety. Closely related to this is the investigation, from an algebraic 
point of view, of the ring of formal differential operators and its 
quotient field of formal pseudodifferential operators. But it is too 
early to say much about these matters here. 

1. Formal theory. 

1.1. Jets. Let Z b e a differentiable manifold of dimension w, where 
"differentiable" here and elsewhere means "differentiable of class 
C00." If £ is a (differentiable) vector bundle over X we denote, for 
each nonnegative integer k, by Jk(E) the vector bundle over X of 
&-jets of E. The fibre of Jt(E) over a point x of X is the quotient of 
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the space of germs of sections of E at x by the subspace of germs 
which vanish to order k + 1 at x. We identify Jo(E) with E, and de
note by 7r: Jk(E)—>X, irk-i: Jk(E)-^Jk-.1(E)1 the natural projections. 
If E is the trivial line bundle, we write Jk for Jk(E) where Jk is the 
vector bundle of &-jets of differentiable functions. 

We denote by T the tangent bundle of X, by T* the cotangent 
bundle of X, and by SkT*, AlT* and ®mT* the fe-tuple symmetric 
product of T*, the /-tuple exterior product of T* and the m-tuple 
tensor product of T*t respectively. There is a natural vector-bundle 
morphism e: SkT*®E—>Jk(E), and the sequence 

(1.1.1) 0 >SkT* ® E-^Jk(E)^Xjk^1(E)-—^0 

is exact. 
If £ is a vector bundle we shall, for simplicity of notation, also 

write E for the sheaf of germs of differentiable sections of E. The 
interpretation of E as a sheaf of germs will only occur in contexts 
where differentiation is involved and such occurrences will always be 
clear. We write 0 for the sheaf of germs of differentiable functions 
(structure sheaf of X). 

I t will sometimes be convenient to regard jets from the point of 
view adopted by B. Malgrange [17(a)], and based on ideas of A. 
Grothendieck [7] (see also H. Cartan [3]). Namely, let Y be an
other copy of X, let OXXY be the structure sheaf of X X Y and 3 
the ideal of OXXY vanishing on the diagonal A of XX Y (defining 
ideal of A ) . Then Jk can be identified with the quotient Öxxr/S*"1"1. 
Let i: 6-*QXXY be the map induced by the projection wi: XX Y—*X, 
i.e., i = 7rf. Let r: XX Y—+XX Y be reflection on the diagonal A , and 
let i = (TTI O r)*. By passage to the quotient we obtain from i, j , re
spectively, the maps ik, J*: ®—*Jk where j k associates to a function ƒ, 
and the points , the fe-jet of ƒ at x9 and ik associates to it the constant 
function f(x). The maps ik and j k impart to Jk two structures of 0-
modules; namely, structures of left and right 0-modules, respectively. 
In a tensor product of (sheaves of) 0-modules with Jk as factor, the 
position of /* indicates the structure to be considered. For example, 
if A is a sheaf of 0-modules, Jk®&A is the tensor product of Jk and 
A where J* is regarded as a right 0-module and the product itself 
inherits a structure of left module from the left structure of Jk. 
Write Jk(A)=*Jk®oA. Let j k : A~-*Jk{A) be the map sending a germ a 
of a section of A into jk{a) =jk(l) ®a and therefore, if ƒ is a germ of 
function, sending f-a into jk(f-a)=jk(l)®fa=jk(f)<g)a. In the case 
where A = £ , the sheaf of germs of sections of a vector bundle £ , we 
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have Jk(A) = Jk(E)y the sheaf of germs of sections of Jk(E) (the 
bundle of fe-jets of E). 

1.2. Differential operators and their prolongations. Let E, F be vec
tor bundles over X, and let 

0: ƒ*(£)-> F 

be a morphism of vector bundles. Then 0 induces a sheaf morphism 
0 : Jk(E)—*F (for which we use the same letter). 

DEFINITION 1.2.1. The symbol <r(<f>) of 0 is the composition 

a(0) = 0 o €: S*r* ® E-*F. 

DEFINITION 1.2.2. A sheaf morphism 

D.E-+F 

is called a differential operator (from E to F) of order fe if the triangle 

3" -ME) 

* ' * 
F 

commutes, i.e., if D = 0 o j f c , where 0 : /*(£)—> F is a bundle morphism. 
The symbol <r(D) of D is the symbol of 0, i.e., <r(D) =<r(0). 

Since there is a one-one correspondence between differential oper
ators D:E-*F of order k and bundle morphisms 0 : /*(£)—»F, we 
shall also call a morphism 0 a differential operator. 

DEFINITION 1.2.3. The Zth prolongation pi(<f>): Jk+i(E)->Ji(F) of 0 
is the unique morphism of vector bundles such that the following dia
gram commutes: 

E *^-> F 

The differential operator Di=ji o 0 o j k : E—*Ji(F) is the Zth pro
longation of the operator D = 0 o j k ; E—»F. We shall sometimes write 
pi(D) =/>z(0) and p(D) =p0(4>) = 0 . 

In particular, let 1*: Jk(E)-+Jk(E) be the identity map (the corre
sponding differential operator is then j k : E—*Jk(E)). The Zth pro
longation of the map lk is a monomorphism of vector bundles 
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and we identify Jk+i(E) with its image in Ji(Jk(E)). More generally, 
for each pair of nonnegative integers k, I, we can identify Ji(Jk(E)) 
with its image in Jl+l(E), where J*+l is the (&+/)th iterate of Ji. 

LEMMA 1.2.1 (QUILLEN [19]). For k^O, 1}>1, we have 

JkUE) « Ji(Jk(E)) H ; W ( / H I © ) 

wfor£ Jk+i(E), Ji(Jk(E)) and Jj_i(J*+i(E)) are regarded as sub-bundles 
ofJi+l(E). 

The proof of this lemma is left as an exercise. 
DEFINITION 1.2.4. The map Ji(<t>): Ji(Jk(E))-*Ji(F) is the mor-

phism of vector bundles such that the following diagram commutes: 

Jidt>) 
jl{Jk{E))^^Jl{F) 

Î 3i î h 
ME) — ^ - > F 

The symbol of Ji{<t>) is the composition 

SlT* ® Jk(E) ^SlT* ® F ^>Ji(F). 

LEMMA 1.2.2. Let<f>\ Jk(E)-*F be a morphism, let pi+m{<t>)' Jk+i+m(E) 
—>Ji+m(F) be its (l+m)th prolongation, and let Jm(pi(<t>))' Jm(Jk+i(E)) 
—>Jm(Ji(F)) be the map obtained by applying the functor Jm to the 
bundle map pi{<f>): Jk+i{E)--^Ji{F). Then the following diagram is com-
mutative: 

Pm(U) 

The proof is by diagram chasing, and we omit it (see Goldschmidt 
[6(b)]). 

For / ^ 1 we define ai(<t>) : Sk+lT* ®E->SlT* ® F to be the morphism 
of vector bundles such that the following diagram is exact and com
mutative: 
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0 0 

1 i 
Sk+iT* ® E "iW>slT* ® F 

ï t 
Jk+i(E) -Ï^U Jl(F) 

ï ï 
Jk+i-i(E) ^lZiJl_1(F) 

ï i 
0 0 

We set <70 WO =Ö"(0) . 

DEFINITION I.2.S. A homogeneous linear partial differential equa
tion Rk of order k on E is a sub-bundle of Jk(E). A solution of Rk is a 
section e of E over an open set UC.X such that jk(e)(x)(ERk for all 
XÇLU. The Zth prolongation of i?& is the subset î fc+z = Ji(Rk)C^Jk+i(E) 
of Jk+i(E) where Ji(Rk) is regarded as a subset of Ji(Jk(E)). If 
0 : Jk(E)—*F is a bundle morphism of locally constant rank with Rk 
as kernel, we say that Rk is the equation associated with the differen
tial operator 0 o j k : E—+F. (Conversely, given a sub-bundle Rk of 
Jk(E), a vector bundle F and morphism 0 : Jk(E)—*F clearly exist with 
kernel Rk.) We set Rk-i = Jk-i(E) for l^l^k. 

It is easily seen that Rk+i is the kernel of pi(<j)), i.e., 

Pi(4>) 
0 >Rk+i >Jk+i(E) - i - ^ - * / z ( F ) . 

Let gk+i(ZSk+lT*®E be the kernel of the map Tk+1-1: Rk+i~*Rk+i-i, 
i.e., for Z^O, 

0 » gfc+i » / ^ j > /Cfc+i_i. 

Then g*+z is also the kernel of <ri(<f>): Sk+lT*®E-*SlT*®F, i.e., 

0 >gk+i >Sk+lT* ® E—^XslT* ® F. 

DEFINITION 1.2.6. We call gk the symbol of the equation Rk and 
set gk-i = Sk~lT*®E for 1 g l ^ k . 

I t is important to note that Rk+i and gk+i are families of vector 
spaces over X and are not necessarily vector bundles for Z^O (with 
the exception of Rk, a vector bundle by definition). 

We have the following lemma (Goldschmidt [6(a)]): 
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LEMMA 1.2.3. Let Rk(ZJk(E) be a kth order partial differential equa
tion on E. If Rk+i is a vector bundle, then the mth prolongation (Rk+i)+m 

of the equation Rk+i is the same as the (l+m)th prolongation (Rk)+{i+m) 
of the equation Rk. 

The lemma is immediate (compare Goldschmidt loc. cit.). 
DEFINITION 1.2.7. Let (f>: Jk(E)-*F be a bundle morphism with 

Rk = ker<t>. We say that 0, the differential operator Z>=0 o j k : E—*F, 
or Rk is formally integrable if, for Z^O, Rk+i is a vector bundle and 
Tjc+i'. Rk+i+i—>Rk+i is an epimorphism. 

Formal integrability means "constancy of rank" (regularity) and 
"existence of formal solutions." 

1.3. Resolutions for a vector bundle. We return to the Malgrange 
point of view (see §1.1). The exterior differential dx with respect to 
the variable x of X gives, for each nonnegative integer i, a map 

dx: A T * ® 6XXY -> Ap+1r* ® OXXY 

where (we recall) F is a copy of X and QXXY has the 0-module struc
ture provided by i: 0—>OXXY (see §1). By passage to the quotient we 
obtain, for each pair p, k of nonnegative integers, an operator 

D: A T * ®Jk-+ Ap + 1r* ® ƒ*_! 

which is O-linear for the structures inherited from the right structures 
of Jk, Jk-\. Tensoring on the right by E, the sheaf of germs of sec
tions of a vector bundle E (more generally by a sheaf of Ö-modules), 
we obtain the operator 

(1.3.1) D: A T * ® Jk(E) -> A1*1!* ® /*-i(£) 

which is not 0-linear for the usual 0-module structures of Jk(E), 
Jk-i(E). 

Let us digress for a moment to examine the local form of the oper
ator D. We use the usual multi-index notation. Namely, let 
a = (OJI, «2, • • • , an) be an ordered set of n nonnegative integers and 
write 

| a | = ai + - • • + <xn, a\ = ai!a2! • • • a»!, 

a + \i = (ax, • • • , ai_i, oii + 1, a*+i, • • • , an). 

Moreover, if x = (x1, • • • , xn), y = (y1, • • • , yn), write 

(y - x)« = (y1 - %l)*\y* - x*)"2 . . . ( y - x»)°n. 

Finally if i = (ii, it, • • • , ip) is a distinct set of £ integers between 1 
and n, let 
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dxAi = dxn A dxH A • • * A dxv. 

Then, locally, a section <r of ApT*®Jk(E) can be written 

(y - s)« 

Applying dx in local coordinates, we see that 

(1.3.1)' Da = E 1 r (*) ~ <M-w(*) > t ^ A ^ A i . 

Thus Z> is the difference of two operators, neither of which is defined 
globally, namely, the difference of the operators of actual and formal 
exterior derivation. 

The kernel of the map 

dx:QxxY-*T* ® 6XXY 

is the image of 0 under j : 0—>QXXY (see §1.1). By passage to the 
quotient, we see that the sequence 

jk D 

is exact. Tensoring on the right by E (sheaf of sections of a vector 
bundle £ ) , we obtain the exact sequence 

(1.3.2) 0 -> EJ-Xjk(E) -+T*® Jk~i(E). 

Thus we have the sequence 

(1.3.3) 0 -> E £ / * ( £ ) -^T*® Jk-i(E) -> > A V ® Jk„n(E)-*0 

where, if / < 0 , we set Ji(E)=0. Since dx = 0, we obviously have 
Z)2 = 0, i.e., (1.3.3) is a complex. 

The following proposition is immediately verified: 

PROPOSITION 1.3.1. The differential operator (1.3.1) is uniquely char
acterized by the following two conditions: 

(i) D{<j> A v) = d^)/\Trk-\(T + ( — l)ty A Dcr for each section <r of 
A*' T*®Jk(E) and differential form <fi of degree j {section of A' T*); 

(ii) the sequence (1.3.2) is exact. 

Condition (i) is equivalent to the assertion that the symbol of D 
is exterior multiplication followed by the projection Tk-i. 

We shall show that the sequence (1.3.3) is exact. Consider the dia
gram: 
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0 0 

1 i 
0 > E • E -+0 

1 ï jk l jk 
0-+ S*T*®E —U Jk(E) ^ ƒ*.,(£) - 0 

/ J 3 4 N 1 - 5 1 D ï D 
K ' ' )k 0-> T*®Sk-1T*®E A T*®Jk-i(E) 25 T*®Jk.2(E) — 0 

| - 5 | Z ) i D 
o - > A 2 r * <g> 5*- 2 r* <g> E A A 2 r* <g> /*-2CE) -^=> A 2 r * <g> /jb-sCE) - > o 

i -Ô i D i D 

The rows are exact (compare (1.1.1)), and the maps —S are chosen 
in such a way that the diagram is commutative. The minus sign 
preceding 5 is for convenience in describing this map, as we shall 
now see. 

In fact, S has a natural interpretation as formal exterior differentia
tion and is an 0-linear map induced by morphisms 

(1.3.5) Ô: hpT* ® SmT* -+ Ap + 1r* ® Sm~lT*. 

In the case p = 0, 5 is the composition of the natural inclusion of 
SmT* into ®™T* = T*®(®m~1T*) and the map T*®(®m-1T*) 
-*T*®Sm-1T* induced by the projection ®^^T*^Sm~lT*. The 
map (1.3.5), for p>0, sends œ®u into ö(o)®u) = ( — \)po)/\bu where 
coGAp T*t ueSmT*. Tensoring on the right in (1.3.5), we obtain 
maps 

(1.3.6) Ô: hpT* ® SmT* ® E -* h*+lTn ® Sm~lT* ® E 

sending co®u®e into ô(co®u)®e. Clearly S2 = 0. 
Let us examine the local form of 5. An element rj of the fibre of 

A*>T*®SmT*®E can be written 

v = 2^ ö«.» ;—dxA 

\a\~m,i a ! 

and we see immediately from (1.3.1)' (remembering to cancel the 
minus sign) that 

_ (y — x)a 

Srj = 2-, a"+h,i ;— dx* A dx*\ 
|o |-n»-l ,»,y Oj! 

Thus 5 is simply exterior derivation applied to polynomials, and we 
conclude that the left column of (1.3.4)* is exact. 
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It follows that the second and third columns of diagram (1.3.4)* 
have the same cohomology and the cohomology is therefore inde
pendent of the order k. Since it is trivial for k = 0, it vanishes for all k. 
Therefore, the sequence (1.3.3) is exact. 

We now construct a second complex which has better properties 
than (1.3.3). For this purpose we consider the following portion of 
diagram (1.3.4)*+#+i: 

i i i 
0-+ A*"-1 T* ® SMT* ®E^A'~lT* ® Jk+i(E) ^HA^T* $ Jk+i(E) -+ 0 

1 - « ID ID 
0 -> A* T* 0 Sk+lT* 0 E -^ A' T* ® Jk+i(E) ~^> A»' T* <g> Jk(E) ->0 

1 - 5 ID ID 
0-> Ai+l T* ® SkT* <g> E A Ai+1T*®ME) ^iAi+1T*®Jk-l(E)-+0 

I I I 

We define, for each pair k, i of nonnegative integers, 

c*+1 = A*+1r* ® /*(E)/€ô(A*r* ® s*+1r* ® £) 
= Ai+1r* ® /*(E)/z)e(A*r* ® s*+lr* ® E) 

and we set C* = /* (£ ) . By the diagram we have a canonical morphism 

which is a differential operator of order 1. Since the kernel of D is 
equal to D(A*'"1 ÜT*®/*+i(£)), which contains 

D e (A*-1!1* ® Sk+lT* ® £ ) , 

Z) induces a differential operator of order 1, namely: 

(1.3.7) D'iCl^C?1. 

The kernel of D* is 

Dih^T* ® Jk+1(E))/D € ( A H r * ® 5*+1r* ® £) 

and this is the image of Di: Ci^—^Cl. Therefore, we obtain, for each 
k è 0, the exact sequence 

(1.3.8) 0 >E^—>Ck >Ck • >Ck >0. 

We call (1.3.3) and (1.3.8) the first and second sequences, respec
tively, for the vector bundle E. 
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Finally, by passing to the projective limit and writing 

ƒ„(£) = projlim ƒ*(£), 

we obtain the exact sequence 

(1.3.9) 0 -> EJ-$J»(E) -> T* ® J»(E) -> > A V ® ; M ( £ ) - > 0 . 

C. Buttin [2] has constructed a formal (local) homotopy operator K 
of degree —1 for this sequence which has meaning, in general, only 
in the sense of formal power series. However, in special cases (mainly 
in the real-analytic case) the operator K can be shown to converge 
(see [2]). Just as the operator D of the sequence (1.3.9) can be ob
tained by passage to the quotient from the exterior differential dx, 
the operator K can be obtained by passage to the quotient from the 
usual (local) homotopy operator kx for dx (as was pointed out by 
Malgrange in a conversation with H. Goldschmidt). The operator K 
is described in §2.1. 

1.4. The b-cohomology. We show now that the map 5 of (1.3.5) 
induces, by restriction, a map 

(1.4.1) Ô: A T * ® gk+l+1 -> A'+ 1r* <g> gk+l 

for each pair Z, i of nonnegative integers, where gk+m(ZSk+mT*®E. 
If F is a vector bundle over X and <f>: Jk(E)—*F is a morphism of 

vector bundles, we consider the following diagram: 

Jk+i+iiE) i Sk+l+1T* <g> E ^±1^1 Sl+lT* ® F A Ji+1(F) 
(1.4.2) lPi(h+i) It [S iMl*) 

Ji(Jk+i(E)) £- T* <g> S™T* ® E - ^ * T* <g> SlT* <g> F -^MHF)) 

Here the first and third squares are clearly commutative, and the 
diagram 

J^iE) Pl+l(<l>) > Jl+1(F) 

is commutative. We infer that the middle square of (1.4.2) is commu
tative, i.e.: 

Sk+i+ij* 0 E ^ W si+iT* 0 F 

(1.4.3) i t . . 1 8 

T* ® S*+T* ® E—-UT* ® SlT* ® F 
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From the commutativity of this diagram and the definition of 5, we 
obtain the commutative diagram 

A*r* ® sk+l+lT* ® E >h*T* ® 5 I + 1r* ® F 

hi+1T* ® Sk+lT* ® E ) A * + V ® SlT* ® F 

Since gk+l is the kernel of afâ): Sk+lT*®E->SlT*®F, we see that 5 
induces the map (1.4.1). 

DEFINITION 1.4.1. The 5-cohomology of gk is the cohomology of the 
sequences 

ft ft ft 

o - * g m - » r * ® g w _ 1 - - * A 2 r * ® g m _ * - + . . . 
( }

 Ô t 
-^A m kT*®gk->hm k+1T*®Sk~lT*®E 

where m^k. We denote by Hm~iti = Hm~i'i(gk) the cohomology of the 
sequence (1.4.4) at A* T*®gm-%. We say that gk is involutive if the 
sequences (1.4.4) are exact. We say that gk is g-acyclic if Hm'i = 0 for 
m^k, Q^i^q. 

We remark that, for each Z^O, the sequence 

ft ft 

o -» gk+t+1 -» r* ® $*., -• A2r* ® ft+w 
is easily seen to be exact. 

THEOREM 1.4.1 (S-POINCARÉ LEMMA). There exists an integer fi*zk, 
depending only on n (dimension of X), k( order of the differential oper
ator) and (fibre) dimension of E (sup dim Eif X is not connected), such 
that Hm'i = Qfor all m^fi and i ^ O . 

REMARK. Suppose that d imE x ^<i for x £ X . Then the integer 
/x=jLt(w, dy k) can be calculated from the following relations: 

(i) M(0, d, 1) = 0; 

( a + ri\ 
) + a + 1, where a = ju(» — 1, d} 1); 

n — 1/ 

* (v + n - 1\ 
(iii) n(n, d, k) = fj,(n, b, 1) where J = 2-r I ]'&• 

v=o \ n — 1 / 
For a proof see Sweeney [23(b)] (see also [21(c)] and [6(c)]). 

1.5. Criterion for formal integrability and reduction to a formally 
integrable equation. H. Goldschmidt, in his paper [6(a)], has given a 
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criterion, involving only a finite number of prolongations, in order 
that a partial differential equation be formally integrable, and it is 
based on the following theorem. 

THEOREM 1.5.1. Let </>: Jk(E)—>F be a linear map with i?* = ker0. 
Then it is formally integrable if 

(i) Rk+i is a vector bundle] 
(ii) Wki Rk+i-+Rk is surjective; 
(iii) gk is 2-acyclic. 

We have also (Goldschmidt, loc. cit.) : 

PROPOSITION 1.5.1. If, for some /2>1, Rk+i is a vector bundle and 
Tk+i-i: Rk+i—*Rk+i-i is surjective, then Rk+i-i is a vector bundle. 

From Theorem 1.5.1, Proposition 1.5.1 and Theorem 1.4.1 (5-
Poincaré lemma), we obtain (Goldschmidt, loc. cit.): 

THEOREM 1.5.2 (CRITERION FOR FORMAL INTEGRABILITY). Let 

<f>: Jk(E)—>F be a linear map, and suppose that dim Ex^dfor all xÇzX. 
Then there exists an integer fx, fi^k, where \x depends only on n {dimen
sion of X),k and d, such that if, for some m^fi, i?m+i is a vector bundle 
and Tk+r. Rk+i+i—>Rk+i is surjective f or Q^l^m — k, then <f> is formally 
integrable. 

If Rm is a sub-bundle of Jm(E) we shall denote, in the following 
theorem, by (Rm)+i the /th prolongation of Rm, i.e. (compare Defini
tion 1.2.5), (Rrn)+i = Ji(Rm)(r^Jm+i(E). In his fundamental paper 
[14(a)] M. Kuranishi proved the following theorem: 

THEOREM 1.5.3 (CARTAN-KURANISHI PROLONGATION THEOREM). 

For each m^k, suppose that a sub-bundle Rm of Jm(E) is given and that 
Rm+iC.(Rm)+i, Rm+i~-+Rm surjective. Then there exists an integer m0 

such that, for all 1^0, Rm^i = (Rm(i)+i. 

In the remainder of this section we summarize the main results 
proved by Goldschmidt in his paper [6(c), (d)] . 

DEFINITION 1.5.1. Let E, F be vector bundles over X. We say that 
a differential operator </>: Jk(E)-+F is regular, if for each / ^ 0 , the 
morphism pi(<j>): Jk+i(E)-+Ji(F) has constant rank or, equivalently, 
the kernel Rk+i of pi{<j>) (the /th prolongation of Rk) is a vector bundle. 
Similarly, we say that Rk = ker <j> is regular if Rk and all its prolonga
tions are vector bundles. 

We suppose in the remainder of this section that X is connected. 

THEOREM 1.5.4 (CARTAN-GOLDSCHMIDT PROLONGATION THEOREM). 

Let RkQJk(E) be a regular partial differential equation, and suppose 
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that the maps Wk+i'. Rk+i+m—>Rk+i have constant rank for all l> mJâO. 
Then there exist integers /oèO, m^k> such that the equation R%j* 
= 7rmo(i£Wo+*0) of order m0 on E is a formally integrable, "involutive 
equation" which has the same formal solutions as Rk and whose rth 
prolongation is i^J+r-

Let us say that a differential operator D:E-*F of order k is 
"sufficiently regular" if it is regular and its equation satisfies the 
hypothesis of Theorem 1.5.4. On the basis of the prolongation theorem 
(Theorem 1.5.4) Goldschmidt shows that, if D: E—>F is a sufficiently 
regular operator, there exist a vector bundle F\ and differential oper
ator P: F—*Fi9 which can be constructed in finitely many steps, 
such that Di = P o D: E—*F\ is formally integrable and the solutions 
of the equations De =ƒ and Die=Pf are the same if ƒ satisfies compati
bility conditions. Moreover, if ƒ satisfies the necessary compatibility 
conditions so does Pf and, if / i £ JFi satisfies the necessary compatibil
ity conditions for Du then there exists ƒ £ F satisfying Pf=fi and the 
necessary compatibility conditions for D. In short, a sufficiently regu
lar differential operator can be replaced by a formally integrable oper
ator which is equivalent to it. More precisely, the following two 
theorems hold. 

THEOREM 1.5.5. Let D:E-*F be a regular differential operator of 
order k with equation RkCJk(E). Then 

(i) There exist a bundle G and differential operator D' : F—>G of order 
I such that p(D'): Ji(F)—>G is an epimorphism and, for each r ^ O , the 
sequence 

pi+r(D) pr{D') 
(1.5.1) 0 • Rk+l¥f >Jk+l+r(E) >Jl*r(F) >JV(G) 

is exact. 
(ii) Let D" : F—*H be any differential operator of order m such that, 

for each r ̂  0, the sequence 

Jk+m+r(E) >Jm+r(F) > Jr(H) 

is exact. Then m^l and there is a differential operator Z): G—*H satisfy
ing D" = D o D'. 

(iii) The operator D' is essentially unique in the following sense. Let 
Gi be a vector bundle and D{ : F-*G\ any differential operator of the 
same order as D' and satisfying the same conditions. Then there exists 
an isomorphism ^ : G—>d of vector bundles such that D{ =\f/ o D'. 
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DEFINITION 1.5.2. We say that fE:F satisfies the compatibility 
condition for the inhomogeneous equation De=f if D'f=0 where D' 
is the operator of Theorem 1.5.5. 

We remark that the compatibility condition is independent of the 
choice of D' satisfying the conditions (i) of Theorem 1.5.5. 

THEOREM 1.5.6. Let D:E—*F be a regular differential operator of 
order k with equation RkQJk(E), and suppose that the maps 7r&+r: 
i?jfc+r+,—*Rjfe+r have constant rank for all r, s^O. Then there exist a 
bundle Fi and differential operator P: F—tFi of order l0+mo, which 
can be defined in finitely many steps, such that the following assertions 
hold: 

(i) The operator Di=P o D: E-^Fi has order k+m0, is formally 
integrable and has the same solutions and formal solutions as D. 

(ii) Let Df: F-+G be a differential operator of order I satisfying the 
conditions of (i), Theorem 1.5.5, and let Dl : Fi—*Gi be a differential 
operator of order s such that, for each r ^ 0, the sequence 

Jk+mo+8+rK-C') >Jê+rK^l) > J T\SJ\) 

is exact. Then there exist an integer m and differential operator Q: G 
—>Jm(Gi) satisfying the following conditions: 

(a) The diagram commutes: 

D D' 
E > F >G 

11
 D k- D'lQ 

E—Uy/ *JJ&> 
Hence, if f E F satisfies £>'ƒ=0, then Dl (Pf) = 0. 

(b) For fÇzF, satisfying the compatibility conditions, the solutions 
e CEE of the inhomogeneous differential equation De—f coincide with 
the solutions of the equation Die = Pf. Moreover, P induces an isomor
phism from the cohomology of the complex 

D D' 
E—+F—+G 

to the cohomology of the complex 

Di D[ 
E—>FX—>Gi. 

Hence, if fiCi.Fi satisfies Dlf i = 0, there exists j'ÇEFsatisfying Pf'=j\and 

fiCi.Fi
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Finally, we list the following theorem: 

THEOREM 1.5.7. Let <f>: Jk(E)-+F be a regular differential operator of 
order k and set Do = # o j k . Then there exists a complex 

D0 Di D2 Dz 

v 0 >0 >E >G0 >Gi >G2 > • • • 
(1.5.2) 

Dr Dr+l 
>Gr > ' • ' 

where Gr is a vector bundle and Go = F, and Dr =<f>r o j i r : Gr-\—»Gr is a 
differential operator of order lri which is exact at E ( 0 is the sheaf of 
solutions of the homogeneous equation) and formally exact in the sense 
that the sequences 

0 > Rk+m > Jk+m(E) > / « ( G o ) > Jm-h(Gi) > « • • 

• • >Jm-h lr(Gr) > • • • 

are exact at Rk+m and Jk+m(E) for w ^ O , at Jm(G0) for m^h, and at 
Jm-ii ir(Gr) for m^h+ • • • +lr+h r ^ l -

In its original form (with stronger assumptions) this theorem is due 
to Kuranishi [14(b)]; in its present form it is due to Goldschmidt 
[6(a)] (see also Quillen [ » ] ) . 

1.6. Complexes (sequences) attached to a formally integrable differen
tial operator. Let D=<f> o j k : E—>F be a differential operator corre
sponding to the bundle morphism <f>: /*(£)—»F, which for simplicity 
we assume to be formally integrable, let RkCJk(E) be its equation, 
Rk+i its Zth prolongation and gk+i the kernel of the map Wk+i-i: Rk+i 
-»2?*+i-i (as in §1.2). 

The operator (1.3.1) induces a differential operator 

(1.6.1) D: A ' r* ® Rk+i+i -> A m r * ® Rk+i 

for each pair i, I of nonnegative integers. In fact, we have only to 
verify that the following diagram commutes: 

h'T* ® / H ^ ^ ^ H A ^ ® Jl+1(F) 
ID ID 

Pi(4>) 
A*+1r* ® Jk+i(E) > A m r * ® jt(F) 

To see that it does, introduce the difference pi(<t>) o D—D o pi+i(<j>) 
and use Proposition 1.3.1. 

Let 0 denote the sheaf of germs of solutions of Rk (solutions of the 
homogeneous equation), i.e. (see Definition 1.2.5) 
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0 = {e\eEE,jk(e)eRk}. 

Then, for m ^ + » , we have the following commutative diagram 
(compare (1.3.4)*): 

0 0 

i 1 
o — • © — • © — » o 

1 
0 > gm+1 

t -* 
0 • T* ® gm 

i -* 

l 
0 

The rows are exact since Rk is formally integrable, and the diagram is 
clearly exact at jRm+i and Rm (see Proposition 1.3.1, (ii)). Now suppose 
that wgrju+w —1, where p is the integer of Theorem 1.4.1. Then (by 
Theorem 1.4.1) the left column of this diagram is exact, and it follows 
that the cohomology of the sequence 

ù D D D Am 
(1.6.2) 0-+®J-+Rin-*T*®Rm-l-+ >hnT*®Rm-n-*0 

is independent of m if m is large enough. We call (1.6.2) the first se
quence (complex) attached to the differential operator, and we say 
that m is in the stable range if it is large enough for the cohomology of 
(1.6.2) to be stable. 

Next, we shall define a second sequence (complex) attached to the 
differential operator which bears the same relationship to (1.3.8) as 
(1.6.2) bears to (1.3.3). We set C° = C% = Rm and define 

(1.6.3) c* = cl = (A'r* ® «j/«(Awr* ® wi) 
for f è l . 

LEMMA 1.6.1. Suppose that mètn (the integer of Theorem 1.4.1). Then 
the C*, O^i^n, are vector bundles. 

i i 
Rm+1 • Rm >0 

ID [ D 
_ „ fut-I „ , . „ 
® Rm • T* ® R„ 

[D ID 
T*®Rm ^ = 1 T*® R»-! >0 

P I D 
' A T * ® Rm^+1

7^AnT* ® Rn-n >0 

I i 
0 0 
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The following proof (due to Goldschmidt [6(a)]) depends on the 
following standard (and trivial) lemma: 

LEMMA 1.6.2. Let 

T0 Tx Tt TVi 
0 >V0 >Vt >V2 • >Vr >0 

be a complex (i.e., 7\+i o 7 \ = 0 ) where each Vi is a finite-dimensional 
vector space and the maps T%: Vi—>Vi+i are linear. Denote by H* the 
cohomology at Vi, i.e., 

Hi = ker TVim TVi, i = 0, 1, • • • , r. 

Then (Euler formula) 

2 ( - 1 ) ' dim ff< - £ ( - 1 ) ' dim Vt. 

PROOF OF LEMMA 1.6.1. We remark first that C°=Rm is a vector 
bundle, and C1 is a vector bundle because gm+i is a vector bundle and 
the map 

ôigm+i-tT* ® gm 

is injective. Suppose now that w^/x (the integer of Theorem 1.4.1). 

Then, for each i*z 1, the sequence 

is exact, where K is the kernel of 8: A*~1r*®gm+2—>A T*®gm+i and 
p: Amr*®2?m—»C*+1 is the natural map. Since the sequence is exact, 
the cohomology vanishes and we have by Lemma 1.6.2, for each 
xEX, 

dim Kx + dim C»+1 = dim(A*~1r* ® g^)x - dim(A*r* ® gm)x 

+ dim(A*+1r* ® #w)*. 

On each connected component of X, the right side of this equation is 
constant (independent of xÇzX) since only the dimensions of the 
fibres of vector bundles occur there, and hence the sum on the left is 
constant. Since Kx is the kernel, Cj+1 the cokernel, of morphisms of 
vector bundles, dim Kx and dim Cj+1 are upper semicontinuous func
tions of x and it follows that, on each component of X, dim Kx and 
dim Cx

+1 are constant. Therefore, in particular, Ci+1 is a vector 
bundle. 

In a manner similar to that used in §1.3, we can define operators 
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(1.6.4) WiC-tC"1. 

In fact, consider the diagram 

1 -* t D l D 
o -> a(A'r» ® gm+ù -* A m r * ® Rm —-+ c* 1 -* o 

where the rows are exact and D is induced by D. I t is easy to see that 
D factors through C\ i.e., there is an operator (1.6.4) such that 
D = D*op and Di+l o Z>* = 0. Thus, we obtain a second sequence 
(complex) attached to the differential operator. 

However, in order to determine more precisely the properties of 
the second sequence, we shall follow the natural procedure of con
structing this sequence introduced by Goldschmidt [6(a)] and shall 
obtain as by-product the following theorem (Goldschmidt, loc. cit.) : 

THEOREM 1.6.1. Let D:E—>F be a formally integrable differential 
operator of order k with equation RkQJk(E). Let m be a fixed integer, 
m^fji (the integer of Theorem 1.4.1) and set 

(1.6.5) CQ = C°m = Rm. 

Then there exists a complex (second sequence attached to the differential 
operator) 

j m DQ Dl D*-1 

(1.6.6) 0 > 0 - ^ — > C ° >Cl • • • • >Cn >0 

which is uniquely determined up to isomorphisms by the following 
properties: 

(i) For each i, O^i^n — 1, the map D*: C*—>Ci+1 is a first-order 
differential operator induced by a morphism pi: Ji(C{)—^Ci+1 of vector 
bundles, whose symbol is a surjective morphism a(D{): 7"*®0—»C*+1 

induced by the multiplication map T*® AlT*—>Ai+1T*. 
(ii) The sequence 

is exact. 
(iii) The sequence (1.6.6) is formally exact in the sense that the 

sequences 

o—.AH, ^ c . j ^ V . O T - ^ l - - -
( 1 -6 -7 > - ^ 
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are exactatRm+ifor / è 1, and at Ji-^C^for l}£i+l, O^i^r —1. 

We can identify the C* of the theorem with the C* defined by 
(1.6.3). 

PROOF OF THEOREM 1.6.1 (GOLDSCHMIDT [6(a)]). We suppose that 
m is a fixed integer, m^ix (the integer of Theorem 1.4.1), and that the 
C* = C*m are defined by (1.6.3) for i^ 1, C° = Rm. 

We define the operators Di successively, and we begin with 
D°: C°—>Cl. We have the exact commutative diagram 

0 0 

0 — RM -C» - 0 

1 
0 

Here Ço is the cokernel of i, the inclusion of Rm+1 in Ji(C°) =Ji(Rm), 
and T° is the natural projection. The diagram induces an isomorphism 
between Ç0 and C1 and therefore it also induces a morphism 
p°: Ji(C°)—>Cl such that the sequence 

(1.6.8) 0 -> R^.! -^/i(C») ^ C1 -> 0 

is exact and T°=p° o e. The uniqueness of p° follows from the exactness 
of (1.6.8) and the fact that r° is an epimorphism. We have the exact 
commutative diagram 

0 0 

! 0 I 
J,(Rm) Pl-l(p0)>JUCl) 

i 0 i 
/w(iUi) Jl~l(t) iJUMRm)) 7 0)>/i-i(C*) 

The lower row is obtained by applying the functor J7_i to the se
quence (1.6.8), and the square commutes by Lemma 1.2.2. The kernel 
of pi-i(p°) therefore is 
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(1.6.9) K - HRm) H Ji-x(l) ( / w ( M 

Since i?m+1 = / i ( i ? m )n / m + i (£ ) (by definition), we have 

- / , (&,) n Ji-i(MRm)) n / w ( / ^ i ( £ ) ) 

since Ji(Rm)CJi-i(Ji(Rm)). Since 

ƒ , (&) n /^i( /m + 1 (E)) c / i ( / » ( £ » n / M ( / « + I ( £ ) ) = /i+*(£) 

by Lemma 1.2.1, we have 

/iGR«) H 7^!(/m+1(E)) = ƒ*(#„) H ƒ**.(£) = £ l + m , 

i.e., 

Therefore, for / è l , the sequences 

(1.6.10) 0 • 2 ^ * > /,(C°) W i f C 1 ) 

are exact, and the /th prolongation of the first-order equation 
i?m+iC/i(C°) on C°=Rm is Rn+wCJi+iiCo). 

Let D°: C°—>Cl be the first-order differential operator p° o j l f whose 
symbol a(D°) is equal to r°. Then the sequence 

0->®L>c°-+Cl 

is exact. We omit a proof since it is straightforward. 
Next, we construct Dl: Cl—^C2. Consider the following diagram: 

0 0 0 

• ' <ri(D°) • r1 

o * &H.2 — ^ 5 2 7 * ^ co >r* ® c1 .*c2——^o 
1 1 1 <V' 

0 — - R n + t >•72(C°) y V *Ji(V) - »Qt -*0 

1 * - * H *(Z>o) \** 
0 —-^je^+x »/i(c«) y ' C 1 *o 

i 1 1 
0 0 0 
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Here r1: T*®Cl—*C2 is the epimorphism induced by the multiplica
tion map r*®A*T*->A*+ir*, and Qi is the cokernel of pi(D°): J2(C°) 
—ïJiiC1). The columns are exact, and the second and third rows are 
exact by (1.6.8), (1.6.10) and the definition of Qt. Suppose that the 
top row is exact. Then the diagram induces an isomorphism between 
Ci and C2, and therefore it also induces a morphism p1: JiCC1)—>C', 
whose symbol is r1, such that the sequence 

pi(D°) p1 

(1.6.11) 0 - • R^2 ->/2(C°) ^—^Jx{Cl) !-* C* -> 0 

is exact. The uniqueness of p1 follows from the exactness of (1.6.11) 
and the fact that r1 is an epimorphism. We then let D1: Cl~*C2 be the 
first-order operator p1ojli whose symbol <x(Dl) is equal to r1. 

We shall now show that the top row of the preceding diagram is 
exact. First, consider the commutative diagram 

0 0 

i i 
<ri_i(D») 

i i « 
Pt-i(D°) 

i ^+!_: i *„ 

1 i 
0 0 

0 

i 
•i-iT* ® C1 

Ji-tiC1) 

i 
0 

The map ai-i(D°) is given by 

( r w W - (1 ® *(D»))oB 

where 

5: 5 l+1T* ® C° ->S'r* ® T* ® C°. 

The columns are exact, and the second and third rows are exact by 
(1.6.10), and it follows that the first row is exact also, i.e., for / ^ 1> the 
sequence 

(1.6.12) 0-^gin+i->SlT* ® C° 1 - 4 51-12* ® C1 

is exact. 
Next, we have the exact commutative diagram 
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0 0 0 

0-» gn+2 -> S2T*®C° — - ï T * ® ^ 

* l®cri(D«) 
O -> T* ® gn+i -+T* ®T* ®C° —-> T* ® C1 ->0 

i Ô i ô t 
o-»A2r* ® Rm-> A2r* ® c° > o 

i l 
C 2 O 

The first row is exact by (1.6.12) with 1 = 2, and the second row is 
exact since the symbol of D° is surjective. The diagram defines a map 
T1 : T*®Cl-+C2 such that the sequence 

<ri(D°) r1 

(1.6.13) 0 - > g m + 2 - > 5 2 r * ® C° > 7* (2) C 1 - » ^ 

is exact. But (1.6.13) is the top row of the diagram used in defining 
P1: JiCCO-^C1. We have therefore defined the operator Dl: Cl->C2. 

I t remains to show formal exactness. For this we consider the 
following diagram: 

0 0 0 0 

f r M ( T)V\ 

o-+ gm+i+i -> s '+ lr*®c° aiK } > S T * ® * : 1 "*-* > 5 ï- lr*®c 2 

0-> T*®gm+i -> T*®SlT*®C° '>T*®Sl~lT*®0 >T*®Sl-2T*®C? 

0->A8r* <2)^+i_2->A3r* (gtf'-'T* ® C° 

The columns are exact. For 1 = 2 the second and third rows are exact 
by (1.6.12) and (1.6.13), and the first row is exact except, possibly, at 
S2T*®Cl. We infer, by the usual diagram chase, that exactness of the 
first row at S2T* ® C1 is equivalent to the exactness of the first column 
at A2T*®gm+i, and hence the first row is exact for 1 = 2. Arguing by 
recursion, we conclude that, for Z^2, the sequence 

(1.6.14) 0 ->gn>+i ->SlT* ® C° ->5Z"1T* ® C1 K—Usl~2T* ® C2 

is exact. 
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Finally, consider the commutative diagram 

0 0 0 0 

<TI+1(D
Q) ^ <n(D°) ^ 

0 -> gn+i+2 -+Sl+2T* <g> C° yS»1!* ® C1 —— ' ->S lT* ® C2 

l e l e ie Ie 

0->Rm+l+2-> Ji+2(C°) ^ 4 Jl+1(C") > /*(C2) 

J, 7Tw+Z+i l Wl+i l Tl l TTU-i 
Pl(IJu) Pi-iiJJ1) 

O^Rn+l+i-* J,+l(C<>) > JliC1) > Jl-tiC*) 

4' >r 4" v 

0 0 0 0 

The columns are exact, and the first row is exact by (1.6.14). For / = 1 
the third row is exact by (1.6.11), and hence the second row is exact 
for Z = l . Therefore, we establish inductively the exactness, for /j^2, 
of the sequences 

pi-i(D°) pi-z(Dl) 

Continuing in this fashion, we prove the existence of the complex 
(1.6.6) with properties (i), (ii) and (iii). Since each of the C* is iso
morphic to a quotient Q»-_i, it is clear from condition (i) that the 
complex is unique up to isomorphisms. 

The following proposition is easily verified: 

PROPOSITION 1.6.1. The cohomology of the second sequence (with 
m^jj) is the same as the stable cohomology of the first sequence. 

The relationship between the complex (1.5.2) of Theorem 1.5.7 and 
the first sequence is expressed by the diagram on the top of the fol
lowing page. We infer, by means of the usual diagram chase, that the 
following proposition holds: 

PROPOSITION 1.6.2 (QUILLEN [IQ]). The cohomology of the complex 
(1.5.2) is isomorphic to the stable cohomology of the first sequence. 

The exactness of the complex (1.5.2) at Go —F is equivalent to the 
local solvability of the inhomogeneous system of linear partial differ
ential equations. In fact, given a local section ƒ of Go = F satisfying the 
"compatibility condition" Dif = 0, the exactness of (1.5.2) at Go = F 
implies the existence of a section e of E, defined over some sufficiently 
small neighborhood, which satisfies De = Doe = ƒ where D: E—*F is the 
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o 
i 

O->0 

i 
0-> E 

Jk+m D 

Jk+m 

iD9. 

•G0-^ 

ÏD.i 

IP* 
Jm-li-l2 

• L T 2 

i 

0 

1 
Rk+m 

l 
Jk+m(E) 

i Pm(D0) 

Jm(Go) 

0 

i 
T* ® Ru+n-! -+ • • 

i 
» T* ® Jk+^!(E) -* • • 

| pn-iiDo) 

» T* ® Jm-liGo) -* • • 

l Pm-hiDi) l Pm-^-^Di) 

/—i,(G0 * T* ® J^i^ifix) -> • • 

i Pm-h-liiDï) l ^O T_l 1_i 2_i(D 2) 

Jm-h-h(G2) • T* ® / m _ ï 1 _ , 2 _ 1 ( G 2 ) -* • • 

ï ï 

given differential operator from E to F. From Propositions 1.6.1 
1.6.2 we obtain: 

and 

THEOREM 1.6.2. Let D:E—>F be a formally integrable differential 
operator. Then there exists a vector bundle Gi and differential operator 
D\ : F—*Gi such that the complex 

(1.6.15) 
D A 

E-+F-+G! 

is exact (local solvability of the inhomogeneous system) if and only if the 
second sequence attached to the given operator is exact at C1 = C^ where 
m^jLt (the integer of Theorem 1.4.1). 

I t is well known that there exist systems of equations, i.e., differen
tial operators D: E—*F, such that the sequence (1.6.IS) is not exact in 
the C°°-sense, and these systems may even be determined. The first 
example of a determined system for which (1.6.15) (with Gi = 0 and 
Z>i = 0) is not exact was given by H. Lewy [15], namely, the following 
inhomogeneous system of two equations in three independent vari
ables Xit *2» Xz and two unknown f unctions/i, ƒ2: 

(1.6.16) 

dU\ 

d*i 

du2 

d*2 
2*5 

dui 

dxz 

du2 
2 * i — = / i , 

dxz 

dui ÔU2 dUi ÔU2 
1 h 2*i 2*2 = /2 . 

dxi dx% Bx% dxz 
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Writing u=Ui+iu2, z=xi+ix2,f=zfi+if2 and d/dz=* (d/dxi+id/dx2)/2$ 

where i«= V—1« we see that this system takes the simple form 

dtl/dz + iz(du/dxz) = £ƒ. 

If we take /2 = 0 and fi-fi(xz) to be a real-valued (differentiate) 
function of #3, there is no local solution of (1.6.16) unless fi(xz) is a 
real-analytic function of #3, in which case a local analytic solution 
always exists. 

For purposes of calculation it is sometimes convenient to have a 
more explicit representation of the second sequence. We suppose that 
m^fi (integer of Theorem 1.4.1) and choose a splitting of the exact 
sequence 

0->A'r* ® g»-*h*T* ® Rm^>A'r* ® Rm-i~>0, 

namely a map 

(1.6.17) P : A*r* ® Rn^x -» h'T* ® Rm 

satisfying TTW-I O P = l (identity). Letting Ç = l— P o xm_i, we have 
the following commutative diagram: 

0 0 

1 , \ 

0 — 5 ( A ' " V ® g«H-:) ~*A*T* ® 22„ V—*Ci • <) 
Tm~1 \ )P . 1 
A*r* ® 2?„_i = A*r* ® 1U-1 

0 0 
Here the last column is induced and is exact. We assert that the map 

A r * ® J ? „ ^ (Ar* ® J ? ^ , ) e s(K T* ® gm) 
sending <r into (7rm_i<r, bQo) induces, for each i, an isomorphism 

(1.6.18) a -* (A T* ® Rn-i) e 5(A r* ® gm). 

If ( T G Ô C A ' - ^ * ® ^ ^ ) , then Tm_i<r = 8£><r = 0 and it follows that 
(1.6.18) is well denned. To prove injectivity, let <r£A*T*®i?m satisfy 
7rm_i<r = SQa = 0. Since <r=Pirm_i<r+Ç<7 = Q<r, we have 7rro_i<r = So- = 0 
and hence, by Theorem 1.4.1 (since tn^p), <rGÔ(A*-ir*®gm+i) 
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= ker p. To prove surjectivity, let rGA*T*(g)i?m_i, f EHAiT*®gm)1 

choose rjÇzhiT*®gm such that f = 817, and observe that (1.6.18) maps 
P(PT+V) into (r, f). 

Finally, we verify easily that, in terms of the isomorphism (1.6.18), 
the operator D* (see [21(b), §4]) is given by 

D*(a, f) = (DPa - f, Z>P(Z>P<r - f)) 

where Z> is the operator of the first sequence and where, as is easily 
seen, (DP)2 = (DP) o (DP) is linear over functions. For simplicity, 
we set Do = DP and this formula becomes 

(1.6.19) &(*, r) = (zv - r, A>(ZV - rt) 
where D0 is a connection and D2

Q its curvature (compare Bott [ l ] , 
Cenkl [4]). 

Henceforth, whenever no confusion will arise, we drop the super
scripts on the operators of the second sequence and write it simply 
in the form 

j m D D D D 
(1.6.20) 0->®->C°-*Cl-*C2-> >C»~>0 

where Ci=Cln is defined by (1.6.3) and m is a fixed integer, mêju 
(integer of Theorem 1.4.1). 

1.7. Symbol sequences and characteristics. Let T be the tangent 
bundle of X, SlT the /th symmetric power of T, and S=®I^Q SlT the 
symmetric algebra of T which can be regarded as the ring of poly
nomial functions on T*. We shall restrict our attention to the fibres of 
all vector bundles over a point of X and, for simplicity, shall use the 
same notation for a vector bundle and its fibre over this point. 

We observe first that we have a natural pairing 

SlT ® SlT* -» R 

which is given by 

where / » £ r and J G T* or, more generally, by 

(h *!,*! *!> = E I I <'<> «r(0> 

where £y£ 71* and the summation in the right member of this equation 
is extended over all permutations of the integers 1, 2, • • • , /. We 
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identify SlT* and the dual of SlT under this pairing. Then 8: SlT* 
—>T*®Sl~lT* has an adjoint map ô*: T®S^P—^ST which is de
scribed as follows. Since J ? = / f ® { M £ r * 0 S w r * , the map 5* 
satisfies 

<«*(*i ® (*i h))9 ?) = (h ® (t2 *,), 0?) 

= (h® (t» ti), IS®?-1) 

= l<ti,S)(ti h,?-1) 

= <h thÇ). 

Hence 

8*(/i® (/s *i)) = /i-fc th 

i.e., S* is the natural multiplication map. 
We remark also that the value of P £ S T , regarded as a homoge

neous polynomial of degree I, a t a cotangent vector £ £ T * , is P(£) 
= ( l / / ! ) < P , ? > . F o r / à l , l e t 

f K Ö r E - ^ r * ® E 

be the map sending the element e of £ into {%l®e)/l\. Then 

ii(Q*:SlT® E-+E* 

maps P®e*<ESlT®E* into P(£)e*. In fact 

1 
<«, **(Ö*(P ® «*)> = <*i(Ö«, P®e*)= — (Ül®e,P® e*) 

11 

= P(|)-(e,e*>. 

Now let Z): E—»P be a differential operator corresponding to the 
bundle morphism0: Jk(E)—>F with ker$=Pjfc. Consider, f o r / ^ 0 , the 
maps (induced by 0) 

^ (D) = ^ ) ; 5 w r * ® E-*SlT* ® F. 

If ^ 6 ^ * , we denote by 

<r«(Z>) =<rs(<l>):E->F 

the composition (T(D) O 4(ê) =0"O(<£) ° 4(£). The direct sum of the 
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maps ai(D)*t 1^0, is a linear map 

**(D):S® F * - » S ® E* 

of graded vector spaces of degree k. From the commutativity of 
diagram (1.4.3), we infer that <r*(D) commutes with multiplication by 
/ £ T and hence that <r*(D) is an S-module morphism. Let M be the 
cokernel of <r*(D)9 i.e., 

(1.7.1) S ®F*-^—>S ®E*->M-*0. 

We have the isomorphism 

M ^ ® g*+z, 

and we call Af the symbol module of the differential operator. 
DEFINITION 1.7.1. We say that a cotangent vector £ is character-

stic (for D) if <r$(Z?) fails to be injective. The operator D is elliptic if 
it has no nonzero real characteristic cotangent vectors. 

In order for £ to be characteristic, a finite number of algebraic 
equations involving £ must hold. The set of all characteristic covectors 
at the point x of X forms an algebraic variety called the characteristic 
variety at x and we shall denote it by Vz. For simplicity, we shall call 
the set of all characteristic vectors, at all points of X, the character
istic variety of D and shall denote it by V. Thus V is a subset of T* 
and, for each point x of X, VC\T* = Vx. Therefore, by abuse of nota
tion, we are calling a "family of characteristic variétés" simply a 
"characteristic variety." However, we continue to focus our attention 
on the fibres of vector bundles over an arbitrary, but fixed, point 
oiX. 

We shall now bring together various equivalent criteria for a co-
vector {to be characteristic. 

PROPOSITION 1.7.1. A covector ££7"* is characteristic if and only if 
there is a nonzero eÇzE such that £*®^G|[*, where k is the order of the 
operator. 

This proposition is a consequence of the exactness of the sequence 

^ *&) 
0-*gk->SkT* ® E——>F. 

Suppose that D is a first-order differential operator, i.e., k = 1. Then 
we can identify T*®E with Horn (T, E) and, if £^0, we can regard 
£®e as the linear transformation of rank 1 which sends / £ T into 
(t, Z)e. 
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PROPOSITION 1.7.2. A covector £ £ T * is characteristic if and only if 
there is an e £ E , e s?* 0, such that £*+* ® e Çïgk+ifor some or all l è 0. 

PROOF. By the commutativity of diagram (1.4.3) we have, for 
*er* f e<EE, 

dai+1(D)(e+l+1 ® e) = ai{D)b{^1^ ® *) 

= (k + l+l)*l(D)(!;®i*+i®e) 

= (k + l+in®ai(D)(^®e). 

Since 8: S**?"*—>T*®Sm~lT* is injective for m ^ l , we see that 
0-j+i(J9)(£*+H"1®£) vanishes if and only if <ri(D)(!;k+l®e) vanishes. 

Following Guillemin, Quillen and Sternberg (see [lO], [22]), we 
introduce the characteristic ideal. 

DEFINITION 1.7.2. The characteristic ideal 3 C S of V (character
istic variety) is the annihilator of M. 

Thus a homogeneous section P of 5 takes values in 3 if, for each 
xE.X,PxMx = 0. 

DEFINITION 1.7.3. We say that a differential operator D: E-*F is 
of finite type if gm — 0 for all sufficiently large m ; otherwise we say that 
it is of infinite type. 

We shall now give a criterion, due to Guillemin, Quillen and 
Sternberg (loc. cit.), in order that a differential operator be of finite 
type. 

If f is a cotangent vector, we denote by 9TC(£) the set of polynomials 
P of 5 which vanish at £. Then 971(f) is a maximal ideal of 5, and it is 
prime since S/9fïl(£) is isomorphic to R (real numbers). We recall that 
the localization of 5 at the maximal ideal 9flZ(£) is 

St= j - \P,QeS,Q$W(!;) 

where the fractions P/Q, P'/Q' are identified if there exists ( ? " £ S , 
Q"€9rc(ö. such that Q"(Q'P-QP')=0. 

PROPOSITION 1.7.3. Let J E T * be a nonzero covector. Then £ is non-
characteristic if and only if M$ = M® sSç = 0, where S$ is the localization 
of S at the maximal ideal 9TC(£). 

For a proof see Goldschmidt [6(a)], Proposition 6.3. 
I t follows immediately from the definitions that Proposition 1.7.3 

is equivalent to the following: 

PROPOSITION 1.7.4. A covector £ is characteristic if and only if 
P(Ç)=0forallPE3. 

• 
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In fact, a nonzero covector £ is noncharacteristic if and only if there 
exists Q £ 3 satisfying Q{%) 9*0. 

DEFINITION 1.7.4. An element of C® T* is called a complex charac-
eristic if it is a zero of the ideal 3. 

PROPOSITION 1.7.5. A differential operator is of infinite type if and 
only if it has nonzero complex characteristics. 

Proposition 1.7.5 is an immediate consequence of Proposition 1.7.3 
and a theorem of J.-P. Serre [20] which asserts that, if M^ = 0 for all 
£, then Mm = gZ = 0 for all sufficiently large m. 

A simple example of an operator of finite type is provided by the 
following equations 

dej/dxk + dek/dx> = 0, j , k = 1, 2, • • • , n, 

where e = (ei, • • • , en) is a local section of E = RnXRn depending 
differentiably on the coordinate x = {xu • • • , xn) of Rn. The complex 
covector £ = (£i, • • • , £w) is characteristic if 

hfii + &** = 0, j , k = 1, 2, • • • , », 

where e — {e\, • • - , e n ) ^ 0 , and we infer immediately that £ = 0. A 
trivial calculation shows that gm = 0 for m ^ 2 . 

The following theorems are due to Quillen [19]. 

THEOREM 1.7.1. Let 

Do Dx D2 

EQ —> E\ —> E2 —> • • • —> Em —> 0 

be a complex of first-order differential operators where the Ei are vector 
bundles. Suppose that this complex is formally exact {in the sense of (iii), 
Theorem 1.6.1) and that the symbol maps 

a{Di):T*® Ei^Ei+1 

are surjective. Then, if Ï-ÇE.T* is noncharacteristic f or the operator Do, 
the sequence 

<rt{Do) a^Di) <r^D2) 
(1.7.2) 0^E0-^-^E1-^~^E2^^—•> • • • -*Em->0 

is exact. 

THEOREM 1.7.2. Let D:E—>F be a formally integrable differential 
operator of order k, and let Ci = Ci

m be defined by (1.6.3) {second complex 
attached to a differential operator) where m^/jL {integer of Theorem 
1.4.1). If ZELT* is a nonzero cotangent vector, the following assertions 
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are equivalent: 
(i) £ is noncharacteristic; 
(ii) the sequence 

(1.7.3) o - ^ C O - ^ - ^ C 1 

is exact; 
(iii) the sequence 

ai(D0) a^D1) a^D2) 
(1.7.4) 0->C° ) C X > C 2 > > O - » 0 

The hypotheses in Theorem 1.7.2 can be weakened. It is sufficient 
to assume (see Goldschmidt [6(a)]) that the C* = C^ are defined by 
(1.6.3) where w ^ / i and that the symbol maps are exterior multipli
cation by £ followed by passage to the quotient. 

Since the second sequence attached to D is a complex which, by 
Theorem 1.6.1, satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1.7.1, the equiva
lence of (ii) and (iii) in Theorem 1.7.2 follows from Theorem 1.7.1. 
On the other hand, the equivalence of (ii) and (iii) is almost immedi
ate. Theorems 1.7.1 and 1.7.2 can be proved by standard arguments 
from the theory of commutative algebra (see Quillen [19], Gold
schmidt [6(a)] and Sternberg [22]). We shall omit a proof of Theo
rem 1.7.1 and shall prove instead Theorem 1.7.2, which is essentially 
equivalent to the following theorem. 

Let £ £ T * be a nonzero covector, denote by H the subspace of T 
which is annihilated by £, and denote by H* the restriction of T* to 
H. Now gi is a subspace of Horn {SlT, E) and we denote by hi the 
restriction of gi to SlH. 

THEOREM 1.7.3. Let £be a noncharacteristic covector. Then the restric
tion maps gi—*hi are bijective for Z^fe, and the sequence 

(1.7.5) h^H* ® hrn+t -» A ^H* ®hm-+ h'H* ® Âw-i 

is exact for m^fx and i^l. 

Suppose that the hypotheses of Theorem 1.7.2 are satisfied, and 
consider the second sequence of Theorem 1.6.1. For simplicity we 
write 

Ri = AY* ® Rm, agT = S(A V* ® gm+1). 

We choose a splitting (1.6.7) (with m replaced by m + 1, for conve-
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nience) and then, by the isomorphism (1.6.18), we can make the 
identification 

* i i $*+l 

C = Cm+i = Rm ® agm . 

Let Xo be an arbitrary point of X, and let £ be a nonzero cotangent 
vector at x0. We choose a coordinate x = (xl, • • • , xn) on a neighbor
hood [/ of Xo such that the restrictions i ^ | £/ and a g ^ l [/ are trivial 
bundles; then C*\ U is also trivial. By (1.6.19), the principal part of 
the operator Dl: C{-^Ci+l is given by 

(', f) -* ( Ê da? A dva, - J } Jaf A dA , 

where d„ = d/dxv. Thus the symbol sequence (1.7.4) at £ is the direct 
sum of the sequences 

(1.7.6) o - > X * - i * L - i * L - i - • - - l l C - > 0 , 

(1.7.7) 0 —> agm —• agw —> agm —> • • > agm —» 0, 

where the maps labelled £ and — f denote left exterior multiplication 
by the covectors £, —£. The sequence (1.7.6) is always exact (for any 
nonzero covector £), so Theorem 1.7.2 is equivalent to the following 
theorem : 

THEOREM 1.7.4. The sequence (1.7.7) is exact for w^jn (the integer 
of Theorem 1.4.1) if and only if £ is noncharacteristicfor D. 

I t is therefore sufficient to exhibit the relationship between Theo
rems 1.7.3 and 1.7.4. Let ahl

mdenote the restriction of agm to l\lH® SlH 
or, equivalently, the kernel of the map 

Ô: hlH* ®hm~* hl+1H* ® hm-v 

Consider diagram (1.78)/ (where m^fx) on the top of the following 
page. This diagram is commutative, and it is exact except for the 
last row and the first and last columns. 

Suppose that the restriction maps 

(1.7.9) gn+i - » hn+i 

are isomorphisms for Zj^l. Then the first column of diagram (1.7.8)j 
is exact, and a diagram chase shows that the last row is exact if and 
only if the last column is. The surjectivity of the map 

(1.7.10) agl->ahl
m 
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(1.7.8), 

0 

i 
0 - » gm+J - * • 

1 , 
0-»&«+,-* • 

i 
0 

0 
i 

0 — * gm+t 

> T* ® gnH-2 

ï 
• 

a i 

0 

i 
— * gnH-l 

—* r* ® g.H.x 

—» A2r* ® gm+1 

M 
• 

i« 
> A,_2r* ® g ^ -» A'_1r* ® f lH , 

8 1 
> A ' - 2 i ï * ® ^ 

i 
0 

1 
0 

0 

» '• „ 
—>agm->0 

ô 2 

Ô 3 

M 
• 

8 * • ' « 

i 
0 

is equivalent to the surjectivity of the map 

(1.7.11) 6: A^t f* ® **+i -*ahl 

and the surjectivity of (1.7.11) is equivalent to the exactness of the 
sequence (1.7.5). On the other hand, it can be seen by recursion that 
the exactness of (1.7.7) implies the surjectivity of (1.7.10). 

We now prove Theorem 1.7.3, and we follow Sweeney [23 (b)] . 
We show first that the maps (1.7.9) are isomorphisms and we may 

suppose, without loss of generality, that the order k of the differential 
operator is 1. We may also assume, by suitable choice of a local coor
dinate x = (x1, • - • , xn) on X, that % = dxn. An element a of gh ex
pressed in terms of the local coordinate, can be written in the form 

<r = ]T) <radtf*/a\ 

where, if a = (au • • • , ocn), dxa = (dx^^idx2)0* • • • (dxn)a«, and 
(T«G£. Then (compare §1.3) 

n 
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where 

èi<r = 2u cra+iidxf/al. 

Let <t>: gi—*hi be the restriction map; then 

4>(<r) — S vadx"/al 
| a | - l 

LEMMA 1.7.1. The map <f>: gi—>hi is an isomorphism for each Zè 1. 

PROOF. Let crCzgu 0 5*0, and suppose that 0(<r)=O. Among all 
multi-indices a with \a\ =1 and tfa^O, choose a multi-index ]8 for 
which jS„ is minimal. Since <t>(a) = 0 , we must have j8 n ^ l and, from 
the minimality, we infer that St-5^~ln(r = 0 for i = l, 2, • • • , n — 1 , 
where, if y = (71, • • • , 7»), S7 = S^i • • • 8n

7*. Thus ô^~lna is a nonzero 
element of gi depending only on dxn and hence of the form dxn®e, 
e 5^0, in contradiction of the assumption that % = dxn is noncharacter-
istic. 

Finally we show that (1.7.5) is exact, and we reduce the exactness 
to Theorem 1.4.1 (ô-Poincaré lemma for the gi) by proving that, for 
all sufficiently large Z, hi+i is the prolongation of hi. 

Introduce on SlH*®E the scalar product 

< Z <radx«/al, £ radx«/a\) = £ <<r«, ra)/a\ 

where (<ra, ra) is the scalar product of a metric along the fibres of the 
vector bundle E. Then the adjoint of 5» is multiplication by dx\ 
Since ôi(hi+i)(Zhi for i = l, 2, • • • , n — 1, the orthogonal complement 
&' = ®h{ of A is a submodule of the module of all E-valued poly
nomials in dx1, • • • , dx71'1. Therefore, by the Hubert basis theorem, 
there exists an integer JJL' such that, for l^fx', we have <r£^/+i if and 
only if a = o,idx1+ • • • +andxn for some <rh • • • , an&i{. Thus, if a 
homogeneous polynomial satisfies hi<J&i\ for i = l, 2, • • • , n — 1, we 
have 

cr = ]C <ô»o-, *î> = 23 <*> ^ ' - * Ï > = (o-, hi+i), 
i i 

and we infer that vCzhi if and only if S^crE/v for each 7, | *y| = /•—/z'. 
I t follows that the spaces hu Z^M'» are obtained from h^ by prolonga
tion. By Theorem 1.4.1 the sequence (1.7.5) is exact for w^/z+ju ' , 
where /x is the integer of that theorem. Consider, finally, the diagram 
on the top of the following page. The middle row is clearly exact, and 
we conclude by a downward induction that (1.7.5) is exact for ra^/j. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.7.3 and hence of Theorem 
1.7.2. 
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0 

1 
<Xgm 

is i s 
t - 1 Ç i 

agm-i —> agm-i 

i l 
0 0 

^ 

» — » 

— > 

0 

i 
i 

agm 
ï 

«'+1 

i 
0 

0 

-^A*+1r*<s 

1.8. Guülemiris local decomposition and Cauchy problem. The 
results of this section are due to V. W. Guillemin [8] (see also [22], 
[16]). 

We continue for the moment to restrict our attention to the fibres 
of all vector bundles over an arbitrary, but fixed, point of X and to 
use the same notation for a vector bundle and its fibre over this point. 

Let D{: Cl—^Ci+l be the ith operator of the second sequence at
tached to a formally integrable differential operator of order k, where 
C* = Çj» and m^p (integer of Theorem 1.4.1). We shall sometimes 
find it convenient to drop the superscript on D* and write simply D 
for D\ Now let U be a subspace of T*. Then S: SW-ÏS*-1!/® U can 
be regarded as a map SlU—»5z~1£/®r* followed by the restriction 
U->T*. We can consider the restriction of <n(D) = <Ji(Dl) to S / + 1 £/<g) C* 
and we obtain the map 

(1.8.1) <T(D) = <ri(D):Sl+1U ® C*-*SlU ® Ci+1. 

DEFINITION 1.8.1. A subspace UC.T* is called noncharacteristic 
if the map 

(1.8.2) <r(D):U ®C°->C1 

is injective, i.e., if 

(1.8.3) (U ® C°) H ft*! = 0 

where gm+\ is the kernel of <r(D): T*®C°—>C1 (compare §1.6). 
Let H = Hu be the subspace of T which is annihilated by Z7, and 

denote by H*=HJJ the restriction of T* to H. We denote by hi the 
restriction of gi (g jCHom(ST, £ ) ) to SlH. 

Guillemin (loc. cit.) has proved the following generalization of 
Theorems 1.7.2 and 1.7.3: 
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THEOREM 1.8.1. Let UQT* be a noncharacteristic subspace. Then 
(i) the restriction map gi-*hi is bijectivefor l^k; 
(ii) the sequence 

A*~2tf* ® h^t -* A*-1!?* ® hm -> A'H* ® h^ 

is exact for m^n (integer of Theorem 1.4.1) and i^l; 
(iii) the sequence 

O -> Sl+1U ® C° —^-> SlU ® C1 

(1.8.4) 
<ri-i(D) <ri-2(D) <r(D) 

V tS^U ® C2 > 1_L_* c * 1 - > o 

The proof of (i) and (ii) is by induction on the dimension of U, and 
the case where dim £7=1 is Theorem 1.7.3. The assertion (iii) then 
follows from a diagram analogous to (1.7.8)j. We shall omit the details 
of the proof, and shall turn to an interesting application of Theorem 
1.8.1 which has been made by Guillemin (see also Sternberg [22]). 

Given a point Xo of X, let UXo be a maximal noncharacteristic sub-
space of r*0. We can choose a local coordinate (x1, x2, • • • , xn) on a 
neighborhood of Xo such that dx1, dx2, • • • , dxh form a basis for Uxo at 
the point XQ. Then dx1, dx2, • • • , dxh span a maximal noncharacter
istic subspace Ux of T*, and d#*+1, d#*+2, • • • , d#n span a complemen
tary subspace Wx of !T*, at each point x of some neighborhood of x0. 
Let £/ denote the sub-bundle of T* (restricted to the neighborhood) 
which is spanned by dx1, dx2, • • • , dxk, and let W be the sub-bundle 
spanned by the remaining differentials dxk+l, dxk+2, • • • , dxn. We 
can then regard (1.8.4) as a sequence of bundle maps. 

Since dx1 is noncharacteristic for l^i^k, the map 

is injective and we write 

Ei = <rdx.(Z>)(C°), * = 1, 2, • • • , *. 

I t is easily seen that we have the direct-sum decomposition 

C1 = E0 © Ex © • • • 0 Ek 

where Eo is a complement of £ i © • • • ®Ek. We let 

T<: C1 -» Eh i = 0 , 1 , 2, • • • , k, 

be the projections, and we define 
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(1.8.5) Do = TTQD, Di = <rdxi(D)-1 oTioD (1 ^ i ^ k) 

where 

(1.8.6) D0: C° - • E0, Z>t: C° -> C° (1 g t g *) 

are differential operators. Then 

(1.8.7) Z>= Z>o+2><w(£)J><-

Moreover 

<Tdxi(Dj) = $ ij'Ij 
(1.8.8) ; " ' « = 1 , 2 , . . . , * , 

where 7 is the identity map of C°. In fact, from the definitions we 
have 

(1.8.9) Di = a/a** + Li, f = 1, 2, • - • , *, 

where Li = Li(d/dxk+l, • • • , d/dxn) is an operator involving differen
tiations only along the sheets of the local foliation x1 = constant, 
x2 = constant, • • • , #* = constant, and 

(1.8.10) D0 = D0(d/dxk+\ • • • , d/d*") 

is also an operator differentiating only along the sheets. 
We now show that the operators (1.8.5) satisfy certain commuta

tion relations. In the sequel we shall write D for the operator D°: C° 
-^C 1 and D' for D1 : C*1-^2. Then D'D = 0 and we shall show first that 

(1.8.11) <Tdxi(D')D = - D'adxi(D), t = 1, 2, • • • , ft. 

If ƒ is any function and u any section of C1, we have 

(1.8.12) (rdf(D')u = D'(fu) -fD'u. 

Hence, in particular, 

<Tdxi(D')u = D'ixiu) - x*D'u. 

Taking u=Dv, where v is a section of C°, we obtain 

<rdxi(D')Dv = D'ixWv) - **£>'£>* = D'(x*Dv) 

since D'D = Q. Since (1.8.12) also holds for Z?, we have 

&(**Dv) = D'(D(xh) - (T«(Z>)V) = - &(*é*i(D)v) 

and it follows that <rdxi(D')Dv = —D'crdxi(D)v. Since z> is arbitrary, 
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formula (1.8.11) follows. Applying adxi to (1.8.11), we obtain 

(1.8.13) <Tdxi(D')adxj(D) = - <Tdxi{D')adxi{D). 

Next, substituting from (1.8.7) into the left member of (1.8.11), 
we have 

<rdxi(D')(ir0D+ £ < W ( Z > ) A ) = - D'<rdxi(D). 

Multiplying this identity on the right by Di and summing on i, we 
obtain 

Z w ( / y ) (iroDDi + E <TdAD)DjD^ = - ZT £ adxi(D)Di 
t - i \ y - i / t - i 

= - D' 2 *•<£> = Z>'(D0 - D) = £>'£<, 

Therefore, by (1.8.13), 

(1.8.14) £ ^dxi(D')adAD)(DJDi - £>,-£>,•) + J^^AD'hoDD, 
ii*<yss* **=i 

For simplicity we write 

o"» = <rdxi(D), crl — <Tdxi(D')y i = 1, 2, • • • , k. 

Then (1.8.13) becomes 

(1.8.13/ o/ery = - er/er,, 1 g i , i g *. 

We denote the image of (r/07: C°—>C2 by G#, and the image of 
<TITTQ\ C1-*C2 by G%. Then, by (1.8.13)', we have Gi3 = Gji and Gu = 0. 

LEMMA 1.8.1. We have 

(i) ifi^j, the maps 

<Ti <Tj\ C —> Gij, ai : EQ —> Gi 

are isomorphisms; 
(ii) the sum 

is direct. 
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PROOF. T O prove (i), we determine the kernel of cr/. By Quillen's 
theorem (Theorem 1.7.2), the sequence 

(Ti (Ti 

0 > C° > C1 • C2 

is exact since dx{ is noncharacteristic. Thus, ker <r/ = im ai —Ei. Since 
£0 and Ej are disjoint from Ei for i^j, we infer that <r/ : Eo-^Gi is an 
isomorphism. It is immediate that cr/cry: C°—*Gij, where i^j, is an 
isomorphism. 

Now suppose that there exist giÇzGi and g»y£G»y such that 

k k 

By part (i) and (1.8.13) there exist UijÇzC0, Uij——Uji, and #»£Eo 
such that gij = (TÏ(Tj(uij) and gt = oi(Wt), and 

(1.8.15) £ */<*(«</) + E */(«<) = 0. 

I t is sufficient to show that w» = 0 and w»-y = 0. The relation (1.8.15) is 
the same as 

<K#') ( Z <*** ® (*/(*</) + ud ) = 0. 
\ t , y - i / 

By the exactness of (1.8.4) we have 

23 <fo* ® (*y(«#) + «*) = <r(D) f E &xl ® ^ m ® «i») 

where w^GC 0 and ufim = uf
na. Thus 

E <***' ® (**(«#) + «*•) = ]C ^ ® <r™(u'im) 
»\y=i z,m—1 

and it follows that 

k k 

E °y(#*y) + «f* = ]C »̂»(w»»)-
y«=i w=»i 

Since £0 and Ey are disjoint from Em for j V m , we conclude that 
w t =0 and <Tj{Uij) =07(#(,). Since cry is injective, we infer that w»y = Wy. 
Since «,-y is skew-symmetric and #(, symmetric, we have «ty = ## = 0 
and this proves (ii). 
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Let 

TijiC2 --*Gijf Ti:C2—>Gi 

be the projections, and set 

(UU6) w-ww 
PROPOSITION 1.8.1. We have 

(1.8.17) , 1 ^ «, 7 «g £, 
DoDi^D'iDo, 

where [Di, Dj]=DiDj—DjDi. In particular, Di maps ker Do into 
ker Do and DiDj = DjDi on ker £>0. 

PROOF. By (1.8.14) we have 

DijDo = — (<Ti(Tj) TTijD DQ 

- Z>,Dy - DjDi = [A-, Z?y]. 

Similarly we have, again by (1.8.14), 

DiD0 = (criW/yZJo = ( c r ï ) - V / E w o ö A ) = A>A, 

and this is the second formula (1.8.17). 
The commutation relations of Proposition 1.8.1 yield commutation 

relations for the corresponding symbols. Let rj be an arbitrary co-
vector. Then 

[an(Di)9 *„(Dj)] = (T,(Z4K(A>), 
(1.8.18) , 

Hence (T^Di) maps ker <r,(jD0) into ker (7,(Z>0), and <rn(Di)a,
n(Dj) 

— <rr,(Dj)<rn(Di) on ker an(D0). We remark that these relations are 
trivial if rçE U since they then follow from (1.8.8). 

We conclude this section by outlining briefly Guillemin's program 
for the solution of a local overdetermined Cauchy problem based on 
the preceding formulas. 

Let a local coordinate (x1, • • • , xk) be chosen in the manner de-
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scribed above such that, at each point of the surface S defined by 
x1 = Q, x2 = 0, - • • , #* = 0, the differentials dxl, dx2, • • • , dxk span a 
maximal noncharacteristic subspace of the cotangent space at that 
point. The Cauchy datum is a section f0 of C° over 5 satisfying the 
equation 

(1.8.19) D0f0 = 0. 

The problem is to extend f0 to a section ƒ of C° defined over a neighbor
hood in X of each interior point of 5 and satisfying there the equation 
Df=Q. I t is natural to try to construct ƒ by the following inductive 
procedure. Let 5o = »S, let Si be the surface defined by xl = 0, • • • xk~l 

= 0, 52 the surface defined by x1 = 0, • • • , x*~2 = 0 and finally let Sk 

be a neighborhood suitable for the definition of the desired solution/. 
We are given f 0 on S0 satisfying (1.8.19) and we try to find/i (section 
of C°) on Si such that Difi = D0fi = 0 and / i = / o on 50 . We assume that 
we can solve the following Cauchy problem : Dxfi = 0 on Su fi = /o on 
So. Then D0-Di/i = 0 on Su and it follows from the second formula 
(1.8.17) that D{ Dofi = 0 on Sx. Thus g = D0fi is a solution of the 
Cauchy problem D{g = 0 on Su g = 0 on 50 . We assume the uniqueness 
of the solution of the Cauchy problem for D{ and then we have 
Dofi = 0 as desired. Next, we find ƒ2 (section of C°) on 52 satisfying 
D2f2 = Dxf2 = Dof2:=0 on S2 and f2= f 1 on Su and we assume that we 
can solve uniquely the Cauchy problem £>2f2 = 0 on 52 and/ 2 = / i on Su 
Then D0D2f2 = 0 on 52 and therefore, by the second formula (1.8.17), 
i?2^of2 = 0 on 52 and Dof2 = Dofi = 0 on Su Assuming the uniqueness of 
the solution of the Cauchy problem for D^ we have D0j^ = 0 on 52. 
Since D0/2 = 0 we have, by the first formula (1.8.17), A Â f 2 = £>iA/2 
= 0 on 52, and we also have Dif2 = Difi = 0 on 5i. Hence, by the 
uniqueness of the Cauchy problem for Z>2, we infer that £>i/2 = 0 on 52. 
Continuing in this fashion, we arrive at a section ƒ* of C° on Sk 
satisfying D0fk = Difk = • • • =Dkfk

z=01 fk=fo on 50 , and it follows 
from (1.8.7) that 

* 
£ƒ* = Dofk + E <rd*(D)D<h - 0. 

The desired solution is therefore obtained by taking ƒ =ƒ*. 
The solvability by this procedure of the Cauchy problem for D 

requires the following theorems: (i) existence and uniqueness of solu
tions of the Cauchy problems for the operators Du l^i^k; (ii) 
uniqueness of solutions of the Cauchy problems for D[% l^i^k. These 
theorems are not yet completely established. 
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2. Existence theorems. 

2.1. Analytic operators. Suppose that the category is that of real 
analytic manifolds and maps. In particular, the manifold X and all 
bundles over it are real analytic. Let D:E—>F be a (real) analytic 
operator from E to F, i.e., an operator which sends analytic sections 
of E into analytic sections of F. I t is easily seen that the theorems of 
Chapter 1 hold in the analytic sense. In particular, suppose that the 
operator is formally integrable. Then (see Proposition 1.6.1 and 
Theorem 1.6.2) there exist an analytic vector bundle Gi and analytic 
operator DilF—^Gi such that the complex of sheaves 

D Dt 
(2.1.1) E > F >d 

is exact if and only if the first or second sequence attached to the 
operator (each analytic) is exact at degree 1 in the stable range. We 
have 

THEOREM 2.1.1. In the case of a real analytic, formally integrable 
operator, the complex (2.1.1) is exact. 

This theorem follows, by Proposition 1.6.1 and Theorem 1.6.2, from 
the following proposition: 

PROPOSITION 2.1.1. In the real analytic case, the first {therefore also 
the second) complex attached to a formally integrable operator is exact in 
the stable range. 

The proposition is an easy consequence of the formal theory de
veloped in the preceding chapter. However, because it may have in
dependent interest, we shall sketch a proof using the homotopy opera
tor of Buttin [2] which was mentioned briefly at the end of §1.3. 

We obtain from the first complex attached to the differential opera
tor, by passage to the projective limit, the complex (compare (1.3.9)) 

j * D D D A 

where R* is the projective limit of the Rm. For this sequence Buttin 
(loc. cit.) defines a formal local homotopy operator K which is ob
tained, in the manner described in §1.3, from the usual local ho
motopy operator k for the exterior differential operator d on differ
ential forms. We shall now describe the operator K. 

Let U be an open set covered by a local (real) analytic coordinate 
x = (xl, x2, • • • , xn)y and suppose that U is starlike with respect to the 
center x = 0 of this coordinate. We have the usual homotopy operator 
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k for the forms <r on U satisfying 

kdc + dk<r = a, deg er > 0, 
(2.1.3) 6 

Mo- = a(x) — or(0), deg o- = 0. 

In fact, let the differential form a of degree r, expressed in terms of the 
local coordinate, have the form 

* = Z) **v ••/,(*)*** A • • • A A** 

where the summation is over j i , • • • , j r satisfying j \ < • • • <jr. We 
regard # = (a;1, # * , • • • , #n) as a local vector field 

x = 2LJ X% — 

»=i dx* 

which operates by contraction on <x as follows: 

<T A * = £ ' / i - J r 4 É (~1)*~V*(/^ A * ' ' 

A <***-* A <***+1 A • • • <*** f, deg o- > 0, 

= 0, deg (r = 0. 

Let 

Vcr = da 7\ % + d(a 7\ x) 

denote the Lie derivative of a along the vector field #, where 

Va = < £ x*—:<rh...jr + r<rh...jr>dx* A • • • A dxK 

Then F is invertible for r ̂  1, that is the equation 

where g is a differentiable function, has a unique differentiable solu
tion ƒ = V~lg given by 

ƒ - f r-lg(tx)dt 
J 0 

for r è l f where tx=*(txl, • • • , fon). Then 
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ka = V" V A x, deg <r > O, 

= O, deg a = 0. 

A straight-forward generalization of this process yields a formal 
homotopy operator K for sections <r of ArT*®R00 over U. We define 
Wa = £Do-+£>£<7 where 

W* = a - (kô + Ôk), deg o- > 0, 

= <r(x) —• (T(0) — £ô<r, deg cr = 0, 

and 5 is the local formal differential operator which, expressed in 
terms of the local coordinates, has the form (compare §1.3) 

(to). = Z dx* A (fcer). 

where (8<<r)a = (rcr+it.. In general, W is not invertible but it is invertible 
if the series Z /*o(^) ' converges. We define formally 

00 

K<r = kJ2(ôk)l<r, d e g < r > 0 , 

= 0, deg a = 0. 

Then in the formal sense we have, in analogy with (2.1.3), 

KD<r + DKa = cr, deg a > 0, 

(2 14) °° 
KDa = a(x) - £ (*«) V(0), deg o- = 0. 

z~o 

We remark that, among formal homotopy operators on sections of 
A3"*®^oo> the above operator K is uniquely determined by the fol
lowing pair of conditions: 

(i) KD + DK = identity, deg > 0, 

(ii) K<r is in the image of A.v, i.e., K<r = o>A #• 

The explicit form of K is given by the formula 

<*"• - ( X v ' ( S(I - °'( £ s^))*)A *• 
In terms of local coordinates, an element a of t\rT*®R^ has the 

components or£, where the superscript j refers to a fibre coordinate 
for Ey and 

C'a = 2 «^.il-Wr**'1 A • • • A d* ' • 
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Let 

\\<r\\m = sup | *«,*...,,(*)! 

for xÇzU> all j9 ju • • • » jr and all a satisfying J or J = « i + • • • +an 

= ra. We shall say that a satisfies condition (C) on U if and only if 
there exist numbers M and h such that 

(C) ML â Mnilh» 

for all m. Condition (C) means that the <ra behave like the derivatives 
of an E-valued analytic function. We have (Buttin [2]): 

PROPOSITION 2.1.2. Let a be a section of Ar2n*®^00 which satisfies 
the condition (C) on some disc. Then Kc exists and is a local section of 
^T*®R„. 

From this proposition we obtain Proposition 2.1.1. In fact, let <rm 

be a local analytic section of /\rT*®Rm, where r ̂  1 and m èM (integer 
of Theorem 1.4.1), and suppose thatZ><7m = 0. Since m ^/z, the element 
am can be lifted up to a local analytic section <r of l\rT* ®R^ satisfying 
Da = 0 and also condition (C) on a small disc. The proof that condi
tion (C) is satisfied is based on an estimate in the S-Poincaré lemma, 
namely, if 5<r = 0, the determination of an element r satisfying or =<r 
which is suitably bounded in terms of a (see Ehrenpreis, Guillemin 
and Sternberg [5], Sweeney [23(a)], and Goldschmidt [6(e)]). By 
Proposition 2.1.2 and the first formula (2.1.4), we have & = DT where 
T = K<r. By projection, r yields a local section rw + i of Ar"1^*®^m+x 
satisfying J9rm+i=<rm. This proves Proposition 2.1.1 and hence Theo
rem 2.1.1. 

We conclude this section with a theorem about elliptic operators of 
analytic type. 

DEFINITION 2.1.1. We say that an operator D:E-+F is of analytic 
type if it is formally integrable and if, to each point of X, there is a 
neighborhood of the point on which a local coordinate (xl, x2, • • • , 
xn) of X and local bundle coordinates for E% F can be chosen such that 
the operator, expressed in terms of these coordinates, is real analytic. 

We have 

THEOREM 2.1.2. Suppose that D:E—>F is an elliptic operator of 
analytic type. Then the complex (2.1.1), where the terms are germs of dif
ferentiate sections, is exact. 

By Theorem 1.6.2, this theorem is a consequence of the following 
proposition: 
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PROPOSITION 2.1.3. Suppose that D:E—>F is an elliptic operator of 
analytic type. Then the second complex attached to the operator, whose 
terms are germs of differentiable sections, is exact {in the stable range). 

Suppose that the hypothesis of Proposition 2.1.3 is satisfied. Let 
C*=Çj,+i be defined by (1.6.3) where m^jx (integer of Theorem 
1.4.1). For simplicity we drop the superscript on the operators of the 
second complex attached to the given operator and write the complex 
in the form (1.6.20). 

Let XQ be an arbitrary point of X. Since the operator from E to F 
is of analytic type, we can choose a local coordinate on a neighborhood 
U of Xo, and coordinates for the bundles restricted to U, such that the 
operator is real analytic. Next, we choose a real analytic riemannian 
metric on U and a real analytic metric along the fibres of the vector 
bundle Jm{E) restricted to U. Then, for each i, real analytic metrics 
are induced along the fibres of kiT*®Jm(E) and hence along the 
fibres of each of the sub-bundles A*T*®i?m, A*T*®gm. Finally 
choose a local real analytic splitting (1.6.17) (with m replaced by 
m + 1); then we have the isomorphism 

C* = CCH-I = (AV* ® Rm) 0 8(A* T* ® frH.0. 

Hence we obtain, for each i, a local analytic metric along the fibres 
of C\ 

Since the operator from E to F is elliptic, it follows from Theorem 
1.7.1 that the laplacian • = DD*+D*D:Ci-*Ci, where D denotes 
the operator of the second sequence and D* its formal adjoint defined 
in terms of the real analytic metrics, is a strongly elliptic operator of 
order 2. And • is clearly an analytic operator. By standard theorems 
concerning elliptic operators, there exists a Green's operator G on U 
(assumed to be a sufficiently small neighborhood) such that [JG — I 
(identity). We observe that 

(2.1.5) • (GD - DG) = 0. 

Now suppose that ü is a germ of differentiate section of C\ î è 1, 
at the point Xo, where ü satisfies Dû = 0. Then u is represented by a 
section u of C{ over a neighborhood of x0, which we may assume is U, 
and Du = 0. Let F C U be a neighborhood of x0 whose closure is a 
compact subset of U, and let p be a differentiate function whose sup
port is a compact subset of U and suppose that p = 1 on V. We set 
v=pu. 

We have 

v = • Gv = DD*Gv + D*DGv = D(D*Gv) + D*GDv + Hv 
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where, by (2.1.5), OHv = 0. Moreover, we have 

• (D*GDv) » D*Dv = 0 

on V, since Dv = 0 there. Since • is a strongly elliptic, analytic opera
tor of second order, it follows from known theorems that D*GDv and 
Hv are real analytic on V. Setting w = D*GDv+Hvf we thus have 
v = D(D*Gv)+w where w is real analytic on V and Dw = 0. I t follows 
from Proposition 2.1.1 that w = Dw' on some possibly smaller 
neighborhood of x0 and this proves Proposition 2.1.3. 

I t is a consequence of Proposition 2.1.3, and the fact that any 
elliptic transitive continuous pseudogroup is locally isomorphic to an 
analytic elliptic (transitive continuous) pseudogroup, that the second 
complex associated with the linear equations defining its infinitesimal 
transformations is exact. 

2.2. The 8-estimate. We return to the differentiate (C00) category, 
and we suppose that D:E—+F is a formally integrable operator of 
order k. We shall describe an inequality (estimate) for the 8-operator 
of §1.4 which, if the given operator from E to F satisfies it, implies 
interesting properties of the operator. The results of this section are 
due to B. MacKichan [ l6] . We shall omit almost all proofs, for which 
we refer the reader to MacKichan, loc. cit. 

Let 
D° Dl D*-1 

0 — > e — > c ° — > c i — • • • >cn—>o 
be the second complex (1.6.6) associated with the operator from E to 
F, where Ci=Ct

m is defined by (1.6.3) and w^ /z (integer of Theorem 
1.4.1). We have the symbol maps 

<n(Dl):S^lT* ® Cl-^SiT* ® C l+1, 

and we denote the kernel of Gi(Dl) by gl
i+1. We remark that g?+1 is 

isomorphic to gm-n+i. 
Assume that riemannian metrics have been chosen along the fibres 

of the cotangent bundle T* of X and the other vector bundles in
volved. 

DEFINITION 2.2.1. We say that the operator D:E->F satisfies the 
5-estimate if and only if, on the sequence 

0 -» ft -* T ® gi -> A T ® C°, 

we have the inequality | |5x | | 2èî | |x | | 2 for all xE:(T*<8>g0i)r\ ker 8*, 
where 5* is the adjoint of 8 (defined in terms of the metric). 
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We have 

PROPOSITION 2.2.1. The operator D:E->F satisfies the 5-estimate if 
and only if 

NI2 à !(« + DM» 
for all xG(^*®£m+i)nker 5*. Moreover, if D satisfies the ô-estimate 
thenJoriyl^Uwehave\\bx\\2^{iyi)\\x\\2forx^ 

Here and elsewhere 5* denotes the adjoint of the operator indicated 
by the assertion. 

As an immediate corollary of Proposition 2.2.1, we see that the 
sequences 

o ^ ™ * ^ o $ à ki-i „,* o ki * „o 
0 -> gi -> T ® g*_i - > . . . - > A 21 ® g ! ~>A T ® C 

are exact, and hence gi is involutive (see Definition 1.4.1) or equiva-
lently gm+i is involutive. 

The following result should also be noted: 

PROPOSITION 2.2.2. If D satisfies the b-estimate, then | |ôx||2èè||x| |2 

for all xG(r*®g[ )nker 5*. 

The next proposition shows that the constant J occurring in the 
8-estimate is distinguished. 

PROPOSITION 2.2.3. (i) If 

IMI2^(l,l)||x||2 

for xE(T*®gî)r\kerô*, then 

||8x||»&c(lf0||x|I« 

for x G ( r * ® i n k e r s * , where 

«(1,0 - {1 - ( J - 1 )V4*(1 ,J- 1}/'. 

In particular, if c(l, 1) = §, then c(l, I) = / 2 /2 . 
(ii) If 

Nl^^ollxll» 
/örxG(r*®g?)nker5* , then 

N I 2 ^ <i9 Ollxll2 

for xG(A*r*®g?)nkerô*, wftere 

tM< - 1, 0 - P 

(t + l)(f - 1) 
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In particular, if c(l, I) = / 2 /2 , then c(i, /) = /2/(i + l ) . 

From (i) of Proposition 2.2.3 we see that the constant \ in the 
5-estimate is the least constant which insures that c(l, / )> 0 for all Z, 
and from (ii) that \ is the least value for c(l, 1) such that c(i, / ) > 0 
for all i and /. 

The following proposition is due to V. W. Guillemin: 

PROPOSITION 2.2.4. If D satisfies the ô-estimate and if H is a sub-
space of T*, then gJP\(i7®C°) also satisfies the ö-estimate. 

The proof of the following theorem, due to MacKichan (loc. cit.), 
depends on Proposition 2.2.4. 

THEOREM 2.2.1. Suppose that D satisfies the ô-estimate. Let U be a 
maximal noncharacteristic subspace of T*, and let DQ and D^ l^i^k} 

be the local differential operators constructed in terms of U in §1.8. 
Then, if rj is a covector not belonging to U we have, on ker <rv(Do)t the 
commutation relations 

cr,(Z>,)«r,(0/) = crn(D*)an(Di)} 1 Û i,j ^ *, 

where <rn(D*) =<rv(Dj)* denotes the adjoint of (rn(Dj), Df the adjoint of 
D,. 

We shall not prove Theorem 2.2.1, but shall only describe briefly 
how the S-estimate enters into the proof. We suppose that rj is a 
covector not belonging to the maximal noncharacteristic subspace U 
in terms of which Do and D{ are defined and we write, for simplicity, 

At = <r„(Di), i = 1, 2, • • • , k. 

Moreover, let A0 be the identity map of C° and set 5=53*-o A* Ai. 
It is obvious that B is selfadjoint and positive-definite (since A0 is the 
identity), and B is an automorphism of ker <rn(D0). A calculation 
shows that, if 

h 

x = ]£ &® S1'® A& 

where £°=rç, ^i—dx{ for i = l, 2, • • • , k (basis of U), and CjEker 
av(D0), then 5*x = 0 if and only if 

k 

(2.2.1) £ AfBcj - 0. 
i-o 

Moreover, 

NI* - èllxll2 - - È {Ata, AiCj) 
<.y-o 
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where ( • • •) denotes the scalar product defined in terms of the met
rics. Then the ô-estimate is equivalent to the assertion that o*x=0 
implies 

(2.2.2) £ (Aft, AiCj) ^ 0. 

From (2.2.2) the desired commutation relations of Theorem 2.2.1, 
namely A{Af = AfAi on ker a^Do), are obtained by a calculation 
(which we omit). 

The point of exhibiting the inequality (2.2.2) is that the ô-estimate 
seems to imply inequalities of this type. An inequality of similar form 
will be derived from the ô-estimate in the next section. 

2.3. The Neumann problem. Let X be a smooth riemannian mani
fold of dimension w, and let tiQX be a compact, w-dimensional mani
fold whose boundary is imbedded differentiably in X as a compact 
(n — 1)-dimensional submanifold. The metric on X induces metrics on 
Q and on its boundary o) = 30. Let E and F be vector bundles over X, 
and let a formally integrable elliptic differential operator D:E—>F be 
given. We suppose that m is a fixed integer which is greater than or 
equal to the integer /x occurring in Theorem 1.4.1, and we let C*=Cm+1 

be defined by (1.6.3) in terms of the differential operator. For sim
plicity we drop the superscripts on the differential operators D* con
necting the terms (sheaves) in the second sequence and write it in the 
form (1.6.20). Confusion between these operators and the given 
operator from E to F will not occur because the latter seldom enters 
the discussion and, when it enters, the bundles E, F are also exhibited. 
Next, we choose an inner product along the fibres of the bundle 
Jm(E)—*X which, together with the riemannian metric, induces, for 
each i, inner products along the fibres of the bundles A*T*®/TO(E) 
and hence along the fibres of each of the sub-bundles A*r*®i?m, 
A*T*®gm and ô(A»T*(g>gm+i). Finally choose a splitting (1.6.17); 
then we have the isomorphism 

(2.3.1) a = cl+i s (A* T* ® Rm) e Ô(A<T* ® gm+1). 

Hence we obtain, for each i, an inner product along the fibres of C\ 
We denote by r(Q, C*) the space of all differentiate sections of C* 

over Q; these sections are smooth up to and including the boundary a> 
of Î2 and can be extended smoothly across o>. 
If w, t/Er(£2, CO we have the inner product 

(u, v) = I (u, v)zdv 
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where dv is the riemannian volume element and ( • • • ) « is the inner 
product along the fibre of C* over the point x^X. We write \\u\\ 
= (u, #)* for the corresponding norm. I t is convenient in practice to 
complexify all bundles which occur in order to introduce the required 
Fourier transform spaces, and then the inner products are hermitian. 
However, this complexification is not necessary for our purpose here. 
We denote by L2(£2, C*) the Hubert space of all square-integrable sec
tions over 0 of C\ 

Let D* be the formal adjoint of the operator D in the second 
sequence (1.6.20). We define the Neumann space to be the graded 
space 2V= ®iN{, where Nl is the subspace of r(Q, Cl) composed of all 
sections u of T(fi, Cl) satisfying the pair of boundary conditions 

(2.3.2) (Dv, u) = (v, D*u) for each v G T(0, C*-1), 

(2.3.3) (Dv, Du) = (v, D*Du) for each v G T(fi, O) . 

Define H= @iHl to be the graded subspace of N which is annihilated 
by the laplacian DD*+D*D. Since, for uÇzN\ we have 

((DD* + D*D)u, u) = \\Du\\2 + \\D*u\\\ 

we see that 

H< = {u G iV*| Du = D*u = 0}. 

DEFINITION 2.3.1. We say that the Neumann problem is solvable 
on Q for the given operator from E to F if, for each i^ 1, H* is closed 
in the Hubert space L2(ö, C*), and there exist bounded operators 
N:L(tt, C*')->£(Œ, Cl') mapping T(fi, Cl) into N{ such that : 

(i) NH = HN = 0, where H:L2(Q, C^-^H1 is the orthogonal projec
tion; 

(ii) each element « G I \ Q , Cl) can be written in the form 

(2.3.4) u = DD*Nu + D*DNu + Eu 

where, in view of (2.3.2) and (2.3.3), the terms are mutually orthog
onal; 

(iii) the commutation relation DN = ND holds. 
We remark that (iii) follows from (i) and (ii). In fact, if wGIXQ, C*), 

we have 

(DD* + D*D)(DN - ND)u 

= D(DD* + D*D)Nu - (DD* + D*D)NDu = Du - Du = 0. 

Since (DN-ND)uENi+1 and H(DN-ND)u = 0, we have (DN 
-ND)u = 0. 
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By (iii), the decomposition (2.3.4) yields a cochain homotopy 
I—H = D(D*N) + (D*N)D, and the cohomology of the sequence 

D D D 
o -» r(Q, c°) -> r(a, c1) -> • r(G, o ) - »o 

is therefore isomorphic to H=®H{. Since the proof of Theorem 1.6.2 
applies to sections as well as to germs we see that, if the Neumann 
problem is solvable on fl, then the cohomology of the sequence (see 
(1.6.15)) 

r(Q,E)-»r(n,F)—lr(o,Gi) 
is isomorphic to fl1, i.e., ker £>i/im DÇ^H1. It is to be expected that, 
in the case where 0 is a sufficiently small disc, Hl vanishes. 

We now recall briefly some of the general Hubert space methods 
which are relevant to the Neumann problem (for further details, see 
W. J. Sweeney [23(b)]). First we complete N* to a Hubert space B{ 

with the Dirichlet inner product 

(2.3.5) Q(u, v) = {Du, Dv) + (D*u, D*v) + (u, v). 

We define the domain of the Friedrich's extension L of the laplacian 
DD*+D*D to be the space of all uEiB1 such that u—>Q(v, u) extends 
to a bounded functional in L2(12, C*), and for such u we define ƒ = Lu 
by setting Q(v, u) = (v, f) + (vt u). The operator L is self adjoint, and 
L + ƒ has an inverse which is a bounded operator from L2(0, C*) to £*'. 

Let uEN{ and »Gr(Q, C*); then 

\(Dv,u)\ - \(vyD*u)\ £M\-Q(u,u)w. 

Thus, for any uE:B\ v—^iDv, u) extends to a bounded functional on 
L2(Q, C*) and hence u satisfies the boundary condition (2.3.2). On the 
other hand, an element u of B{ does not necessarily satisfy the bound
ary condition (2.3.3), even if u is smooth. But if the element u of 
T(Q, C{) lies in the domain of L, then u satisfies (2.3.3). 

The ellipticity of the given operator from E to F implies, by Theo
rem 1.7.1, that the laplacian DD*+D*D is elliptic. The following 
proposition is a consequence of a theorem of J. J. Kohn and L. 
Nirenberg [13(a)] (see Sweeney [23(b)]). 

PROPOSITION 2.3.1. Suppose that the operator from E to F is formally 
integrable and elliptic, that the boundary co of Q is nowhere characteristic 
for the laplacian DD*+D*D, and that the inclusion Bl—^(Q, C{) is 
compact for i*zl. Then 
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(i) if LwEIYQ, CO where ijfe 1, then w£r(Q, CO, i.e., u is smooth if 
Lu is; 

(ii) for i^ 1, Hl is finite dimensional and the range of L on r(Q, CO 
is closed; 

(iii) the Neumann problem is solvable on Q. 

The assertion (i) is a theorem of Kohn and Nirenberg (Theorem 3, 
§1 of [13(a)]). Since if' = ker L by (i), statement (ii) is a standard 
result in the theory of compact operators. Finally, to prove (iii), we 
observe that, since L is selfadjoint, I-H is the orthogonal projection 
onto the range of L. For w£L2(ö, CO, we define v = Nu to be the 
unique element in the domain of L satisfying Hv = Q, Lv = u—Hu. 
Then N is bounded by the closed graph theorem and maps T(0, CO 
onto N\ 

Another theorem of Kohn-Nirenberg (Theorem 5, §2 of [13(a)]) 
implies the following result: 

PROPOSITION 2.3.2. Suppose that the operator from E to F is formally 
integrable and elliptic, and that there is a constant c>0 such that, for 
wGB i nr(Q, CO andi^l, 

(2.3.6) Q(u, u) è e f \u\*ds 

where ds denotes the volume element in the boundary co of Q. Then the 
Neumann problem is solvable on Slfor the given operator. 

We call (2.3.6) the Kohn-Nirenberg estimate (for wG5 lT\r(B, CO, 
is>l) . If this estimate holds, the inclusion £*—->L2(Q, CO is compact 
f o r t u i . 

We remark that, in studying the Dirichlet norm Q(u% w), we may 
always assume that the component of u which is a section of A*T*®Rm 

is zero (see [21(b), §8]). Thus, if the hypothesis of Proposition 2.3.1, 
or the Kohn-Nirenberg estimate, holds on Q for a formally integrable, 
elliptic operator from E to F of order &, it holds on fi for any other 
formally integrable operator with the same symbol or same gu 
CSkT*®E. 

In [23(c)], Sweeney considers the following elliptic com
plex. Let JR3 have the coordinate (x, y, f), write z = x+iy and let 
Di = i(d/dx+id/dy), Dy = d/dy% Dt = d/dt. Take £ = /?3XC2, F 
= R*XC4 and G = R3XC2, and let £>: E-+F, S: F->G be the operators 
defined by 

SD(w, v) = (DÈv, Dtv, D,u, Dtu - Duv), 
(2.3.7) 

8(wi, w2, Wz, W4) = (Dtwi — DMW2, Dtwz — Dywi — DgWi). 
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It is easy to verify that the sequence 

forms an elliptic complex of sheaves and that it is exact, i.e., the 
inhomogeneous overdetermined system is locally solvable. We choose 
the obvious hermitian metrics for E, F, G and take 12 to be the unit 
disc in R3. Writing w = (wi, Wi, w%, w*), we have the Dirichlet norm 

Q(w) = (||gw||2 + \\z>*w\\2 + |M|2)1/2-

Sweeney [23(c)] shows that this Dirichlet norm is not compact on 12. 
In a recent letter to the author, Sweeney extends this negative result 
by proving the following proposition : 

PROPOSITION 2.3.3. Let £>: E—>F be the operator defined by the first 
formula (2.3.7), which is elliptic and formally integrable, and let the 
Ci=Cti+i be defined f or this operator by (1.6.3). Then the inclusion 
Bl—>L2(Q, Cl) is not compact f or any w ^ O , where Q is the unit disc 
in Rz. 

Elaborations of this example show, as has been pointed out by 
Sweeney, that the Neumann problem is not necessarily solvable in 
the L2-sense (although possibly solvable in some other sense). 

Proposition 2.3.3 implies that the Kohn-Nirenberg estimate does 
not always hold on discs for operators with constant coefficients, and 
the problem arises to determine a class of operators for which it does 
hold on domains £2 satisfying appropriate convexity conditions. 
Several years ago, I. M. Singer recognized that the ô-estimate implies 
the Kohn-Nirenberg estimate for i = \ on domains satisfying the 
required convexity requirements. Recently, MacKichan [16] ex
tended this result by showing that the ô-estimate implies the Kohn-
Nirenberg estimate for all degrees i è 1 on the same type of domains. 
We shall now describe briefly how the ô-estimate enters into the 
Kohn-Nirenberg estimate. For simplicity we assume that Î2 is covered 
by a single coordinate (x1, x2, • • • , xn) such that (dxl, dx2, • • • , dxn) 
is an orthonormal frame for T*; this assumption is in no way neces
sary but it simplifies our description. 

Let r be a differentiate function on X such that : (i) r(x) = 0 if and 
only if xÇzo> (boundary of 12) ; (ii) r(x)^0 for x££2; (in) | dr\ — 1 on œ. 
Then uELBir\Y(Q,1 Cl) if and only if u belongs to T(Q, C*) and satisfies 
the boundary condition 
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(2.3.8) (rdr(D)*u = 0 

on oj. Let u be an element of T(Q, CO, where i^l, which satisfies 
(2.3.8). We integrate by parts the term ||Z)*w||2 in a way which has 
been made familiar by Kohn [12] in his solution of the Neumann 
problem for the operator d (Cauchy-Riemann operator in several 
complex variables). In order to formulate the result of this integration 
by parts, we introduce the map 

(1 ® <r(D))*: T* ® C ' -> T* ® T* ® C*~K 

Let v be an element of T*®C\ Then, in terms of the coordinate 
(x\ x\ • • • , x»), 

n 

v = ^2 dxl ® vi 
1=1 

where 2>j£C*', and 
* n l m * 

(1 ® <T{D)) v = ] £ dx ® dx ® Amvi 
l,mt=l 

where 
* W m * 

a(D) VI = X) dx ® Amvi. 

We let 

S: T* ® T* ® C*-1 -> T* ® T* ® C*-1 

be the switching operator where 

S(dxl ® dxm ® c) = dxm ® dx1 ® c. 

The integration by parts yields an inequality of the form 

(2.3.9) cQ(u, u) ^ (5(1 ® *(D))*du, (1 ® a(D))*du) + L{u) 

where c>0 and L(u) is a "Levi form." Namely, denote scalar products 
over the boundary by attaching a subscript w to ( • • • ), i.e., ( • • • ) „ 
is the scalar product in the boundary and || • • • ||w is the correspond
ing norm. Then, in the case where the operator has constant coeffi
cients, L(u) has the form 

n / d2r * * \ 
L(u) = 2 \ — : Aiu> Amu) . 

i,m-i \dxldxm / „ 
The convexity condition required for Q is that there exist a constant 
c'>0 such that 
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(2.3.10) £(*) à c'\\u\\l. 

We suppose that (2.3.10) is satisfied; then (2.3.9) can be written in 
the form 

\\u\\l ^ - c (5(1 ® a(D))*du, (1 ® a(D))*du) + c'Q(u, u) 

where c and c' are positive constants. Therefore the Kohn-Nirenberg 
estimate holds if there is a positive constant c such that 

(2.3.11) - ( 5 ( 1 ® <r(D))*duy (1 ® <r(D))*du) S cQ(u, u). 

Next, the inequality (2.3.11) will hold a for Hon if it holds in the 
point-wise sense, namely if, for every vE:T*®C\ we have the point-
wise inequality 

- ( 5 ( 1 ® a(D))\ (1 ® <r(D))*v)x 

(2,3-12) èc{\\a(D)vt + HD^\\l}. 

In fact, suppose that (2.3.12) holds, take v = du where u is an element 
of T(f2, C{) and integrate (2.3.12) over Q. Then we obtain (2.3.11) 
since | |cr(Z))^||2+||cr(Z)*)^||2 is dominated by a constant multiple of 
Q(u, u). 

Finally, it is easily seen that (2.3.11) holds if 

(2.3.13) (5(1 ® cr(£))*z;, (1 ® a(D))*v)x ^ 0 

for all <r6r*®C* satisfying <r(D)v = 0 and a(D*)v = 0. We drop the 
condition <r(D*)v = 0. Then we have the main result (see MacKichan 
[14]): 

THEOREM 2.3.1. The inequality (2.3.13) for all î>Egî = ker <r(ZM) is 
equivalent to the estimate of Proposition 2.2.2, namely 

Nl« ^ *IWI-
for all xŒ.(T*®g[)r^ker S*. Hence, if the given operator from E to F 
satisfies the h-estimate, then the Kohn-Nirenberg estimate holds on Q for 
all w G r ( ö , C*), * e l f satisfying (2.3.8), provided that 0 satisfies 
(2.3.10). 

Let î>£r*®C*; then, in terms of the coordinate, v=^dxl®Vi 
where flj£C* and we have 
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(2.3.14) <5(1 ® <r(D))\ (1 ® a(D))*v) - £ tó«> ^ i > -

Thus the 5-estimate implies the inequality 

(2.3.15) f ) < ^ m , Alvi) ^ 0 
Z,m-=1 

for all v= y£dxl®ViÇ£g\=ker <r(D{). The form of this inequality 
(apart from sign) is remarkably similar to (2.2.2). 

The following recent result of Sweeney complements Theorem 2.3.1. 

THEOREM 2.3.2. Suppose that the given operator from E to F is 
elliptic and satisfies the h-estimate. Then, on a sufficiently small coordi
nate disc (defined in terms of a fixed coordinate system), the harmonic 
space of the Neumann problem vanishes in positive degrees. 

I t follows from Proposition 2.3.2, Theorems 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 that , 
for an elliptic operator satisfying the 5-estimate, the second sequence 
attached to the operator is exact at degree 1 and hence, by Theorem 
1.6.2, the overdetermined inhomogeneous system is locally solvable. 

The d-operator (Cauchy-Riemann operator in several complex 
variables) is elliptic and satisfies the S-estimate. 

Finally it might be worthwhile to determine the class of operators 
deformable into those satisfying the S-estimate by deformations 
leaving the base manifold fixed. Clearly Sweeney's example (2.3,7) 
belongs to this class. 
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